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After a two-hour debate Sunday, the
Georgetown University Student Association General Assembly passed a constitutional amendment requiring the participation of two advisers in the student
association appointments process to ensure fairness.
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chosen over another. But. our process is
fair and extremely thorough, with or without these changes,” said Ned Segal (FLL

ment process Lo ensure fairness,

is token. If we want to make it look like

50

students

partici-

-_

was geared toward involving students
who are unable to volunteer on a regular
basis but can devote their time for one

le

Vere

SD

yout

David Mizerek, 5, and Robert Preston (GSB "98) get ready to carve a
pumpkin as part of an event sponsored by the Knights of Columbus.

Carter said the current process out-

we rereforming, we should reform,” said

lined in the bylaws is fair, but the student
association should make sure they adhere to them. “We should focus on the

GUSA Representative Chris Posteraro
(SFS 199).

fairness of the application process.” she

as cronyism in the current system. “It
See GUSA.p. 3

said.

Many also referred to what they viewed

By Chris

He said alcohol was the main factor in

Kramme

HOYA Staff Writer

As many people prepare to go door-10-

tur-

door in scarch of Halloween tricks or
treats area police plan to increase the
number of officers on duty in Georgetown tonight. according to officials from
the Department of Public Safety and the

idle
ern
ces

D.C. Metropolitan Police Department.
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The increased number of people out
celebrating on Halloween is the reason

a

day. he said.
At first, it was estimated that there

me
sky

unteers already working at the Devereaux
Children’s Center after they arrived al

said.

:

Only Habitat for Humanity and one
professor sent back replies, Evangelista
said. A number of volunteers Irom the
tennis team represented student athletes
in the turnout! he said.

city.”

He said one of the problems the volun-

bers in For a Day. the club was unable to

Ned Segal (FLL "96), president of the
Georgetown University Student Association, one of the groups petitioned by
For a Day, said. “This is a busy time of

promote

year when

“I envisioned a lot of volunteers going

sites

around

the

Evangelista said.
teers encountered was the unexpected
breakdown
of two city buses, which seven
volunteers planned to taketo the Parkview

Elementary School site.
Those who did volunteer spent two to
three hours at the Center for Youth Services building or at the Devercaux
Children’s Center.

The D.C. police department is also
planning to increase the number of offic-

somebody that drinks a little bit too much
and theirconduct getsout of line.” Bussey
said. “That can cause you some problems. plain and simple.”
Bussey said all DPS officers” days off

ers on duty in Georgetown. even though
they do not expect any problems. according to Garisto. “We will have extra
manpower down there. but no. we don’t

had been canceled to increase the num-

ber on duty tonight. “Even if it doesn’t
make a visible difference. at least you
have a couple more bodies to call upon if

for the increased police presence. they
said.
“We just want to be as prepared as

you have some difficulties.” he said:

possible.” said DPS Sgt. Gilbert Bussey.
He said for the most part. he has only

Tuesday night. As a matter of policy.
Officer Robert Garisto of the department's
public relations office. said the D.C. police department does not give out infor-

seen pranks and “little activities” on the
Georgetown campus during Halloween
in past years.

officers who will be on patrol.

the problems he had observed. "Everyone likes to have some fun. but... you get

the event

as widely

as it had

hoped. Evangelista said. This. in addi-

people

have

midterms

and

other responsibilities. For a Day provides a valuable service for students and

tion to other events taking place during
“theweekend, accounted for the Tow turn

“the community
by getting thenrinvolved.

out, he said.
The club tried to recruit volunteers by
sending memos to approximately 80 club
leaders and 60 faculty members, accord-

Unfortunately, the timing of the event
has a significant effect on thé turnout.”
Mason Oltman (CAS 98). who
See VOLUNTEERS. p. 3

He said there would be about 10 more
officers on duty tonight than on a normal

‘mation

as to the number

of additional

anticipate any problems.” he said.
Garisto said the reason for the increased police presence is because of the
high number of people in the city. not
high crime. There is not more crime on
Halloween night than other nights. ac-

come in and party in Georgetown.”
Garisto said. “We have more people. so
we want to have more officers for their
safety.”

Bussey said. "I think what they |students] should be aware of is that when
they go out on the town ... there are
other people who are out there who are
probably looking for someone to prey

upon.”
He cited incidents of students being
robbed and beaten up while going cut on

cording to Officer Anthony O Leary of
the D.C. police.
;
:
“The reason we increase the force is
because of the increase in population of
people that come into the city.” he said.
“We get a lot of people that come in

Halloweenin the past. “Itmight be small.
butyou ve got that criminal element.” he
said.
Garisto said he does not sce any problems at Georgetown University in particular. He said D.C. police will focus on
M Street, Wisconsin Avenue and the

[rom Maryland and {rom Virginia. [who]

side streets in the neighborhood.
£

Emphasizes Role of Women in Fight for Democratic Reform and Political Equality
By Sarah Archer
HOYA Staff Writer

The current state of civil injustice and turmoil in
Guatemala is a result of the structure of society

created after the Spanish conquest, according to
Sandra Moran, a Guatemalan activist. Moran spoke
Friday about the progress and problems of the civil
rights movement in her country, emphasizing the
role of women.
A one-time political refugee, Moran is a member

mala is that they are the poorest. Often times they
speak their own language and not Spanish, there are
many widows and single mothers and they have
According to Moran, this all adds up to discrimination and repression. “Women demand more training and better education so that they can get better

pay and better treatment.” she said.
Moran has worked with many groups, helping
them to organize and elfectively work as a team to
achieve their ends. “People are trying to organize in

every way, but we can’t [bring about change] by

[Guatemalan] government

and the guerrillas.” she

ourselves.” she said.
The push to change is coming [rom many groups,

according to Moran. She said this is especially true

The assembly, which consists of groups ranging

now, when land reform is being discussed in the
peace negotiations. “Businessmen want peace for
business. land owners don’t want to change and the

from business to religious concerns, aims to guarantee the rights of displaced people to return to their

army is saying, ‘We are still here, you can’t do
anything without us.” ... There is a lot of pressure

homes, safeguard the rights of indigenous people,
organize land reform and mandate constitutional

from all sides.” she said.

reform. Moran said.
Since 1954, when the democratically elected Gua-

temalan government was put down by an army coup.
resistance to the new regime has
said. “Grassroots organizations
been organizing to change the
said, adding that the groups range
and student groups to indigenous

been constant, she
everywhere have
situation,” Moran
from labor unions
peoples’ organiza-

tions.
Moran said she found women’s groups particularly interesting. “The reality of women in Guate-

Moran said she sees the peace negotiations as the
first step in along struggle for peace. “Solidarity had
to be made among human beings. It's the only way

we will survive,” she said.

Unionist Leader Speaks On
Crisis in Northern Ireland

that it was important to bring Trimble to-provide students with the other
side of the issue.”

Luber said, **Many of the students who attended had seen Adams speak.
I think they appreciated the opportunity to ask Trimble what he thought [in
comparison to] things Adams had said in Gaston Hall. ... [Trimble] provided a good counter to the perspective provided by Gerry Adams in
September.”

She said another source of difficulty was the 1871
Formation of an army to maintain the power structure
through violence. She said the more recent CIA
funding of this army has added to the injustice and
popular repression by supplying them with money,
training and arms. “Now it is an issue in the U.S. ...
Your money and taxes went to train [the army| to Kill
us,” she said.

an Redmond/The HOY A

David Trimble, leader of the Ulster Unionist Party and a member of the
British Parliament, spoke last night on the importance of Northern Ireland
maintaining its union with Great Britain.
Trimble spoke for 45 minutes and the talk was followed by a 25-minute
question and answer period. He also took time to speak with students oneon-one prior to leaving campus.
Appointed to his Ulster Unionist Party position Sept. 8, Trimble was in
Washington to establish a D.C. office for his party, according to Zack Luber
(SES 97), chair of the International Affairs Committee of the Georgetown
University Student Association Lecture Fund, which sponsored the speech.
“Having Gerry Adams [President of Sinn Fein, the political wing of the
Irish Republican Army] speak to Georgetown was a great opportunity for
students to learn more about the ongoing political struggle in Northern
Ireland,” said Lecture Fund Chair Dan Erck (CAS 96). **We felt, though,

responsibilities in all sectors of life,” she said.

of the Assembly of Civil Society in Guatemala. “The
[assembly] is [the peoples] own voice. We speak out
as a civil society in order to participate in the peace
negotiations, mediated by the U.N.. between the
said.

_—

improve the appearance of the buildings.
The volunteers scheduled to work at
the elementary school joined other vol-

ing to Evangelista. The club also petitioned student athletes to participate. he

the elementary school late to find that the
people they were to meet had left.
Evangelista said.
Because of a lack of permanent mem-

Activist Discusses Guatemalan Civil Rights Violations

wo

At both sites, the volunteers cleaned

up, painted and did other manual tasks to

D.C. Police, DPS to Increase Forces for Halloween
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nees to three days and elects two assenm-
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sites in D.C.
down to four
two shifts at
two sites, the

to different

Other groups across the nation have
participated in “Make a Difference Day,”

Sean Redmond/The HOYA

would be six to eight event
This number was then cut
with volunteers working
cach site. In the end. only

Steve Evangelista (CAS 98), chairman
of For a Day, an event sponsor.

club has sponsored it.
The “Make a Difference Day™ project

for

president.

The vote was 14-1. with GUSA Representative Dave FitzMaurice (FLL 97)
opposed. Inaseparate vole of 5-10, GUS A

ticipate in the clean-up day, according to

best

d in

96), GUSA

Center for Youth Services in Southeast
D.C. and the Devereaux Children’s Center, were actually visited by volunteers
with only one shift at cach.

but this is the first ime a Georgetown

otal
vers

'99)

Vice Chair John Cronan (CAS "98).
In the past, interviews for appoint-

SH of

ege

extensive,

(SES

assembly as a whole.
“I'm sure that the | Carter/Cronan | bill

organizers expected 200 students to par-

ries

| he
the
rent

for applicants more

Brown

and Scott Janoe (CAS 96). said that
while they agreed with the Carter/Cronan
amendment.
they believed FiuizMaurice's
proposal would give needed power to the

bly members to watch over the-appoint-

pated in “Make a Difference Day” Saturday throughout the District. The event's

wen

process

tives, including Tad

im a process where one student will be

Approximately

aul

at least three days prior to confirmation

change the balance of power.” he said.
During the debate. several representa-

to Assembly

according

HOYA Staff Writer

ho-

tions are adequately advertised. interviews are fair and unbiased. and that
applications are presented tor public view

The amendment which passed was
proposed jointly by Assembly Chair Ali
Carter (FLL "97) and Cronan. It consists
of three parts: it makes the advertising

make appointments with the president
and vice president. “We're not trying to

ing this week.

By Chris Stathopoulos

Joc
Pe-

make sure it is done fairly.
“The advisers will] ensure that posi-

appointment power to a board consisting
of the GUSA president. vice president
and four representatives.

Cronan said he wanted the process to

be more fair while keeping the power to

‘Make a Difference Day’ Attracts Few Volunteers

4-2-

lub

selves, they will follow the process to

representatives rejected an amendment
proposed by FitzMaurice that would give

the general assembly at its Sunday meet-

president and vice president of GUSA,
who make all appointments. The advisers will sit in on the interview process.
and report to the GUSA assembly when

sity
ay’s

nga

October 31, 1995

extends the period of declaration
of nomi-

ments have been conducted solely by the

——

“for

FAX
687-3929

by the assembly.” said a news release.
“People will always be disappointed

The two advisers will be appointed by

hing

ston

the appointments are made.
Although the advisers will not have
the power to make appointments them-.

By Clay Risen
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Sandra Moran speaks on state of Guatemalan society.

“I'm optimistic. I believe that this peace process will not
stop. We suffer oppression, but it will not stop.” she said.
Moran's speech was sponsored by the Latin American
Studies Department. the Women’s Studies Department
and the Women's Center.

“With questions in regard to civil rights and human rights abuses,
[Trimble] didn’t give clear answers,” said Ana Lopes (CAS '97), a member
of the lecture fund. **I thought he did make a lot of good points about treaties

between Britain and Ireland. The point of the lecture fund having Trimble
was to show both [sides] of the issue.”
:
Trimble also addressed how the situation in Northern

Ireland

is por-

trayed in American media. “He talked about how the American perception
isn't always the whole story. He said we tend to get misinformation that is
one-sided. I thought that was a good point,” Lopes said.
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Student Season Tickets
Can’t Be Beat!!!
:

$1.50 Domestic Draught
$2.00 Domestic Bottles
1/2 Priced Appetizers
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House Drink coupons
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THE MCDONOUGH ARENA BOX OFFICE
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1:00 - 5:30 PM.
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No Cover
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Stephen King, Movie Screening to Come to Campus
speeches and we expect a full house in
Gaston Hall for both of them.” said Chad

By Denise Kersten
HOYA Staff Writer

Griffin (SFS "97). a member of the lec-

the inspirations for his demented
ries.” said Jefl Butler (SFS 99).

Airplane Restrictions Suggested
sto-

Although members of the lecture fund

ture fund.

said they anticipate a good response from

No title has been giventoKing
's speech
yet, but he is expected to discuss his life
and “how he became America’s

the student body as a whole, some stu-

dentssaid they are not interested in King's

asneak preview of “The American Prexident,” a movie directed by Rob Reiner,

boogeyman,” said Vernaliz Co (SES "97).

[think his books are useless,” said Maher
Jallad (GSB '99).

along with speeches by the films executive producer and screenwriter.
“[King] will only be making two lec-

“[King] is one of the foremost ligures
representing American culture today.

The month of November will see two
back-to-back lectures in Gaston Hall.
Horror novelist Stephen King will speak
on Nov. 8 and the next day there will be

tures at universities this year, so we are
very lucky to get him.” said Dan Erck
(CAS 96), chair of the Georgetown University Student Association Lecture Fund,
which is sponsoring the King speech and

vice chair of the lecture fund.

:

interests.” she said.

movie in theaters nationwide.

the

*[ think those are two very popular

“I'm really looking forward to seeing
what he sounds like in person and hear

with

Shortage of Volunteers
For Service Day
VOLUNTEERS.

Tickets for King's speech will be distributed on Nov. 2. at 6 p.m. Tickets for
“The American President” will be distributed on Nov. 6 at 6 p.m. in the Leavey
Center near Bulldog Alley.

GUSA Approves Amendment
To Reform Appointment Process

from p. 1

thought about volunteering but was un-

able to, said, "1 wasn’t contacted soon
enough to prepare for the time commit-

ment. By the time [ had heard about it, I
had already made plans for the weekend.”
Many of the volunteers said they found
the experience rewarding. “It was worth
every moment of our time seeing the

laces ol the children.” said Ross Hess
(CAS

The screening of “The American Presi-

This year, we are trying to expand the
scope of the lectures of fered beyond politicians in order to appeal to different
one-and-a-half hours, including a question and answer period, she said.

co-sponsoring the screening
Georgetown Program Board.

speech. “Tdon’t want to see him because

dent” will include a pre-tilm discussion
by Executive Producer Jeffrey Stott and
Screenwriter Aaron Sorkin. The event
will occur before the opening of the

King is expected to speak for one to

'98). who served as a coordinator

at one of the sites. "It was heartening to
lead a group ol Georgetown freshmen
and tosce the tradition of volunteering is
passed on.”

Those helped by the volunteers were
grateful. Samuel Tramel, executive director for the Center For Youth Services,
said the day went very well and the
volunteers did a great job.
In spite
of the low turnout, Evangelista
considered the day a success forall those

involved. “It was 50 more people volunteering then if we had not done it. Over-

all. it was a very positive day.” he said.

to get more people involved.”

GUSA. from p. 1
seems that applications go to those who
help out on presidential campaigns.”

Janoce said.
“The system is broke. [lit takes alittle
longer

to make

the process

fair, then

damn it, it’s worth it,” FitzMaurice said.
Referring to last week's heated debate

over the appointment of Jason Mulvihill
(CAS "99) tothe Student Activities Commission. GUSA Representative Jordan
Goldstein (CAS 96) said, I am less
enchanted with the current process, be-

cause there seemed

to be an impasse

between the wishes of the assembly and
that of the executive. When at a cross-

roads,

the assembly

should

have the

power.

Mulvihill was appointed by Segal and
Raj Kumar (SES "97). and approved by
an assembly vote of 9-7.
Megan Coles (SES '97), chair of the

Junior Class Committee, said, “My biggest concern is encouraging more diverse applicants. You must address how

Carter said, “I'm willing to go door-

to-door to encourage people to apply for
positions.”
Al the same time, there was discussion over the amount of time involved in
the creation ol an appointment board,
which was part of FitzZMaurice’s amendment. GUSA Lecture Fund Chair Dan
Erck (CAS 96) said. “The current process is slow. Extending it any more only
hurts GUSA ... it also hurts the clubs
involved.”
Midway through the discussion,
Posteraro added an amendment to the
Carter/Cronan proposal that changed the
original one adviser to two and required

both advisers to attend every interview.
“I would be more comfortable with two

people because | am worried about possible cronyism.” Posteraro said.
Reiterating the need to focus on fair-

ness, Carter said, “When do we work on
the issues if we take the whole second
semester dealing with appointments?”

Righi. Valujef’s
Everyday Fares Are
Already Lower Than
Mosi Sales And
Discounts.
ValuJet
- the Official Airline Of Spring
Break- invites you to sign-up for our advanced
course in affordable flying. With our everyday low
ValuFares,™ and DC-9 jet service to cities all over.

From Washington Dulles
Iniernafional Airport
DESTINATION

RALEIGH-DURHAM
BOSTON | COLUMBUS
HARTFORD-SPRINGFIELD
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
ET. LAUDERDALE | MIAMI
ORLANDO / TAMPA
WEST PALM BEACH

21-DAY
ADVANCE

§39
§49
§59
$69

7-DAY
ADVANCE |

$49
$69
| $79
| $79

WALK-UP
FARE

S19
$89
$99
$99

ValuJet ValuFares™ are everyday low fares,
not the temporary, often hard-to-get discounts
offered by other airlines. We don’t serve airline
food, and we can’t fly you to Europe. But we do
offer friendly, enthusiastic service, along with our
hassle-free “ticketless” reservations. And ValuJet
never requires a round-trip purchase or a

Group Attempts to Reduce Noise Pollution from National Airport
By Janelle Weber
Special to The HOYA

A group of citizens. including members of the Georgetown University community, is trying to do something about
the amount of noise generated by planes
en route to National Airport.
Citizens for the Abatement of Noise, a
group trying to reduce noise pollution in
Washington, D.C., and the surrounding

communities, is lobbying for a revised
set of requirements that planes must meet
when flying into National Airport in Vir-

ginia.
The
planes
sky at
sleep,
sistant

people. I's in [the government's | inter- campus—il gives you a feeling of pride.
est,” Phillips said. “We're way ahead of If the planes didn’t fly over us, you
the pack and it’s our intention to stay wouldn't be able to see it,” he said.
there.” he said.
Sarah Pahr (CAS '96) said the noise
Phillips said planes that land or take oft definitely disturbs her class in White
between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. are subject to Gravenor. “Especially on aniceday when
Federal Aviation Administration inves- the windows are open, you kind of miss
sentences here and there,” she said.
tigations.
Although planes that do not meet the
“The noise from National Airport,
noise standards are not allowed to land at while not super-disturbing, is irritating
the airport after 10 p.m.. there is a half- at times,” said Ari Jacoby. (CAS ’97).
hour grace period for delayed (lights,
Phillips said. He said the penalty for
planes arriving after 10:30 with no justi-

professor

in

the

Georgetown

School of Business and a member of the
group.
“Our desire is to enforce the curfew so
that

no

planes.

no

matter

how

Sean

quiet,

The [TOYA

said Mark Warren, associate professor of

“That was the curfew that was agreed
upon by the people in Alexandria, Ar-

for that amount and have collected
checks for that, as well” he said.
“There is no restriction on planes

lington and Maryland some 25 years
ago,” he said.
In addition to the curfew, the group
wants louder planes to be completely
eliminated. “We would like the only

Sherman Lansticld, a member of the
executive board of directors of the group.
said the group is cager for support from
the Georgetown community. The univer-

period from 9:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
instead of from 10:00 p.m. to 10:30
p.m...” he said.

planes

allowed

to fly during

the non-

curfew time to be low-noise planes. [We
want] loud planes to be eliminated entirely,” Walker said.
The federal government

issued a law

in 1990 that said by January 1999,
2 planes. which are not allowed
after 10 p.m. because of their loud
must cease to fly, according to

Stage
to fly
noise,
Neal

Phillips. manager of the noise abatement

staff for the Metropolitan Airport Authority. This would leave only quieter

with quieter engines.” Walker said.
“We

would like to make

the grace

government.

sity receives alot of noise from the planes
from National Airport because of its location on a hill, he said.

“The engines that are rated below the

“We sure wish that Georgetown University would get more involved because

decibel cut-off are allowed to arrive
until 1 a.m, but it is still a nuisance,”
Walker said. “It is fairly noticeable

| think that they suffer more than anybody.” Lansfield said.
“|The group's] perspective is that [regu-

noise.”
Some

of the Georgetown

ol noise. From other peoples’ perspec-

community said they were not bothered
by the noise. Ali Fekrat, a professor in

tives. itis not to be able to get home. Lots

lations of arrival times] reduces the amount
members

of those people stood up in public hearings
and said “Don’t change it", Phillips said.

the school of business. said. “There's so
much noise other than the planes. The
lawnmowers are more disturbing to me

“When

than the noise from the planes.”

tions] than to change them.”

Linus Wilson (CAS 98). said the
noise did not bother him much. but
being able to ly over the campus was an

Stage 3 planes in flight during those
hours, he said.
“We are working ahead of the federal
government schedule. [Stage 2 planes]
are going out |of service]. Stage 3 planes

enjoyable experience, “One of the nice
things is that when you [ly out of Na-

are far more fuel-efficient and carry more

tional. you get to see the Georgetown

all is said and done there was a

greater response not to change [the regulaboard: three delegates from Maryland,
three from Virginia and three from the
District of Columbia. The executive com=
mittee within that board includes one
member [rom cach of the three areas.

Saturday, November 4, 1995
9pm - lam
at

National Press Club
529 14th Street, NW
13th floor
lcom™
e
W
s
t
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* All St
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$
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1-800-VALUJET
Tickets Available Starting October 23,1995

\

The group consists of a nine member

The 13th Annual

give us a call. We'll give you an airfare too
low to discount, any day of the week.

change without notice. Seats are limited and may not be available on all flights. Fares do not include
$3-86 Airport Passenger Facility Charge (where applicable), which is beyond our control. All fares are
one-way. All fares are non-refundable. And the world being what it is, restrictions may apply.

Redmond/

[table explanation may be a fine as high
as 55.000. “We have issued penalties

would be allowed to fly into the airport
from 10 p.m. to 7 a.m.. unless it’s an
emergency,” he said.

For reservations and information,

and after 12 Noon; Sunday and Holiday periods are Peak.) Of course, schedules and fares are subject to

“In the winter. it gets so hot that you
have to open the windows and the noise
from the airplanes can be disturbing.”

group favors a curfew on -airthat would keep planes out of the
night while people are trying to
according to Robert Walker, as-

Saturday night stay. Ever.

Fares shown are for Off-Peak travel (Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday: Off-Peak; Thursday: Off-Peak
before 2:00 PM and after 7:00 PM; Friday: Off-Peak before 11:30 AM; Saturday: Off-Peak before 9:00 AM
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Pro-Choice Criticism Unjustified and Incomplete

Hacking Out Glitches at ACC
In an editorial earlier this year, we
praised the Academic Computer Center
for its progress over the summer in ex-

panding

and

upgrading

the

computer

facilities around campus. In response to
increased student demand,
the ACC
opened new computer labs in Reiss and
St. Mary's. In recent weeks, however. we
have noticed that the increased usage of
the computer centers has not been

trouble-free.

IL is not

unusual

to walk

six copies of a 25-page thesis.
While students may not face every one of
these problems on a single visit to the
computer lab, they will likely have to deal
with a majority of them over the course of a
semester.
The increase in ACC computer usage
since Lhe beginning of the year, coupled
wilh more inoperative machines, has ullimately resulted in longer lines and greater
compulter-user [rustration. While computer

optimistically into a computer lab, only to

expansion was meant

leave frustrated because of software, hard-

puters

ware, network or printing problems.
A hypothetical situation can help to
illustrate this issue. Average ICC computer users who may be desperately trying to print out a paper five minutes

problems

before it is due may

the number of computer dilemmas has also

face several of the

following problems. After
ing computers with “Out
a student sits down at a
that defies all attempts

cautiously avoidof Order” signs,
frozen computer
to resuscitate it.

Moving over one computer,

the student

[or

number

student

have

to provide more com-

access,

often

these

recent

severely limited

the

The current system of calling from ICC
support may be adequate

to

address a limited number of problems, but
dramatically increased with the increased
usage of the labs this semester.

We encourage the ACC

to consider full-

time supervision in the busier computer
labs, most notably ICC because of its print-

finds a disconnected mouse, or more
frighteningly, no mouse at all. Unfazed
and with only three minutes left, this
student plays musical chairs with computer screens that read “Can't Find File,”
“Insert Boot Disk” or "Missing Network
Adaptor.” Finally, after [inding a computer that responds lo his or her needs

ing and computing capabilities. We also
encourage the computer center's staff to
perform regular check-ups on the smaller

and

tenance

sends

their

[ile

to

a

printer,

this

student may have to wait at the printer
while another person, in error, has printed

labs around campus where out-of-order
computers could otherwise go unnoticed
for an extended period of time.

While a significant amount of expansion
has been made this year, the regular mainand

ongoing

computer

support

that is needed has, unfortunately, not grown
in proportion.

BY
AT

a Hush

approval the analogies between abortion

humans.

and slavery. and abortion and war. In

I certainly cannot review all the evidence here, so I will concede that I may
be wrong to deny the University Faculty

Now while I certainly agree with the
ideal of civil discourse, it is important to
recognize that there is nothing inherently
vitriolic or uncollegial in claiming that

pro-life position is anti-woman.

would also heap further regulations over
an already tightly-regulated airport. Federal law already mandates that the loudest
types of aircraft must cease to use Na-

proposes to solve this problem by impos-

tional Airport

ing tight restrictions on the airport, which

actions of the noise-abatement group
amount to regulative overkill of a problem
that is on its way to curing itself.
Rather than dictate policy to an already-

include an inviolable (with the exception
of emergencies) ban on all types of air-

craft landing at the airport between

10

p.m. and 7 a.m. The professors say the
often-disruptive noise caused by jet en-

elers out to distant airports such as Dulles
and Baltimore-Washington International.

The measures proposed by the group

by

1999.

To

sum

up,

the

gines can frequently stop classes.
These professors, although they mean

overburdened airport, the professors
should look to more terrestrial solutions
on campus. For instance, erratic climate
control in problematic buildings result in

well, are beating the proverbial dead horse.

windows having to be left open year-round,

As itis, there is already a curfew imposed
on flights, from midnight to early morning, with a few exceptions.
These actions may also spawn unwanted side effects. A limitation on air-

leaving classes at the mercy of passing jets.

craft size may result in increased conges-

blocking noise [rom jet traffic. Considerable

tion

noise is also caused by other sources, such
as leaf blowers and campus construction
sites. By looking to more down-to-earth
solutions, the sky need not necessarily be
the limit to Georgelown’s noise problem.

and

decreased

seat

availability

il

only small-capacily aircrall are allowed.

Stricter curfews may result in [ewer (lights
into the airport, causing nightmares during heavy travel seasons and [orcing trav-

Instead of regulating when and where air
traflic should land, the heating and cooling
systems could be adjusted so that the win-

dows

could

remain

closed

all the time,
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Slavery was bad because itallowed us
to treat a class ol people dilterently who
were not different from the rest of us in

arguments for the claim that outlawing

abortion

is a severe

woman's

freedom

restriction on a

and

supports

other

forms of sexist oppression. Of course

Killing— cating animals. cating plants,
breathing, having a functioning immune

ously a perfectly respectable claim which
needs to be confronted by addressing the

system all involve killing— but because

arguments given for it. It is neither an

it involves

insult or inherently vitriolic.
King's letter was also puzzling. He

relatively like us.
Neither must we equate humans in
some biological sense with people in the

claimed that it was exciting and news
that two articles had been published
which said that abortion was evil yet
ought to be tolerated legally. I take it that

Killing

people.

i.c.. others

moral sense. If there were intelligent,
lecling aliens. their lack ol a human
genetic material would be irrelevant to

claiming that there are morally signifi-

for Life view that even a single fertilized
egg cell is a person. I may be wrong in
arguing that there are morally relevant

diflerences—such as the ability
to think,
feel. form relationships, plan for the future, ele.— between a single human cell
and an adult human, but surely it is

unhelpful to pretend that such features as
having a brain are as morally arbitrary as
skincolor. If'all morally relevant features
arc ones I share with fertilized egg cells,

[ welcome an explanation of this surprising fact and an accounting of those properties. Until it is given, however, I will

centinue to think there is an enormous
moral

distinction

between

murder

and

abortion. Indeed, Iwill continue to suspect
that

it is my

opponents

who

are using

language perversely in equating the two.
MARK LAC:
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHiosopiy

Tue Hoya Mishandles Sexual Harassment Article
To Tue: Eprror:
I am dismayed at the misunderstanding of the principle ol journalistic responsibility shown by Thr Hoya sreport

disciplinary hearing process to have com-

on an adjudicated case of sexual harassment via E-mail ("FBI Closes Investigation of Sexual Harassment Case. Oct.

part of the learning process. hope that the
writer and editor ol this piece will reflect
upon the following issues:
1) In giving a university-wide forum to

20). Inthatarticle, your reporter solicits
and quotes the opinions of the harasser,
who is now permitted to tell your read-

process. The

mitted offenses .
Because this is an educational

2) In allowing the harasser to dismiss

the importance of the offenses that he was

the

encouraged to take seriously the outra-

tion in which working on a newspaper is geous self-justifications of the person
responsible for disrupting their lives.
During the course of the article. your
reporter quotes one of the victims as
saying of several university offices, “On
the harasser. Tri Hoya has, in effect. viti- top of their lack of assistance, no one
ated part of the punishment of suspen- asked me it I was O.K.™ Will Tue Hoya
sion— punishment that was presumably choose to break or to repeat that cycle of
designed to bar the harasser from the cam- unconcern? Now that the newspaper has
pus community and to remove his presence mishandled their story. what will the
from the victims’ lives, this semester.
Editor do to put this right?

spokesperson, worthy of being consulted
and quoted on these issues when, as THE
Hoya reports he was found through

three victims, who must now walk out
into a climate where readers have been

stitu-

harasser lost the right to be treated as a

‘found 10 have committed, Ti Hova has
2

‘hitotght
further : pain and distress
to the
ao]

MarGarer D. S17
i
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
Fact Y ADVISERTo HE WOMEN'S CENTER

A Few Tips for Flu Season
To THE EpITOR:
I read with sympathy the account by
Steven Slawinski of his “visitation” by

influenza (“As I lay Whining,” Oct. 24).
The flu has been a minor, and sometimes
major, human scourge for centuries. For

most of us like Slawinski, it involves a
few miserable days in bed or dragging

around. But the flu can still be a killer,
particularly of older of ill individuals,
andit occasionally reaches epidemic proportions with devastating morbidity and
mortality. Hence.

it is not to be taken

idea, except for preventing a very rare
case of diarrhea if the ingredients happen
to be contaminated with bacteria. But it
will be useless for preventing the spread
of the virus that causes influenza. Influenza is spread almost entirely by direct

doeveryoneafavorinthelongrunto stay

person-to-person contact, so we would
do better during tlu season to stay away

or those in the immediate surroundings,
who are then being introduced to the

from people entirely. Since this is rarely
possible and certainly not desirable. [

“visitors.” Perhaps one of natures tricks
is to make us feel so terrible with the flu
that we want to stay away from people
anyway. Then the best thing to do is
indeed what Slawinski described: Take
Tylenol (ora similar generic brand), dose
yourself with Sprite (or a similar generic
brand), and hope that it is not the season

would suggest instead getting immunized. Immunization against the [lu is

readily available and cheap, and the best

lightly.
Slawinski proposes that next time. in
addition to watching more Oprah, he

thing going tor preventing the flu in the

will stay away from the salad and yogurt
bar. Let me make several alternative
suggestions. Staying away from the salad
and yogurt bar is generally not a good

that a “flu clinic” was being offered there.
If the “visitors™ come anyway. an infected person can spread the virus even
before any symptoms are evident. And

first place. For example, I was at a local
CVS pharmacy last weekend and noted

once you have symptoms, you become a

primary source of spreading and would
away from them. It may be tempting to
try to drag yourself to class or an exam,

butit’snota good idea for the sick person

of television reruns.
ErAINE LARSON
Drax or: Scoor. or NURSING

Democrats Can’t Find America’s ‘Fruitful Future’

to progressive reform and democratic
values (“Democrats Will Guide
America’s Future,” Oct. 24). Although
the Democratic Party has been instrumental in introducing past political reforms. the Republican Party has been at

Raquel Aceves
Jeffrey Hom

Ken Thomas
Brian Finch

Brian Donovan,

Jennifer Zuckerman

P. Redmond

News Editor
News Editor
Copy Editor

Elizabeth C. Raposo

Brian Donovan

Sean

derwrite this attribution of evasion to the
pro-choice position are quite shallow.

any morally significant respect. Ownership of people on the basis of skin color
was evil because skin color is ol no moral
significance. Similarly. war is generally
wrong not merely because it involves

Party's moral and political commitment

Alicia Hunt, Editor in Chief
Matthew B. Farlie, Managing Editor

claim that abortion is other than murder.
Unfortunately, the analogies which un-

Regardless of whether it is intended to

To THe EpItor:
Recently Margaret Browne and
Nabanita Chaterjee of the College Democrats submitted an viewpoint in The Hoya
in which they defended the Democratic

TuetHova

light of these analogies, we are told it is
only disingenuity which leads anyone to

be so, many people have given detailed

during the adjudication

A group of professors recently announced that they are joining an organization to combat a problem thal has
plagued Georgetown [or decades — the
noise caused by planes [lying overhead,
to and from Washington National Airport.
Citizens for the Abatement of Noise

tally different from Killing adult humans
depends upon whether we are right in

Saharko’s maincomplement about the
pro-choice movement is that it engages
in “vitriolic attacks on the pro-life movement as anti-woman and anti-choice.”

airing such self-serving statements was

..

I take it that King's real goal was to
endorse the view of these articles that

those of us in the pro-choice movement
are right to treat abortion as fundamen-

latter.

ers, “Tdidn't think it was that big a deal.”

Fell.

their moral status as persons. So whether

cant differences between fetuses and adult

The only appropriate time and place for

And

this could not be his primary point. however, since must be aware this position has
been widely discussed in literature.
abortion is evil. Support for this reading
comes from the fact that he quotes with

this claim could be wrong, but it is obvi-

of available computers.

for computer

To 11: Eprror:
The Oct. 27th issue of The Hoya contained two letters critical of “the prochoice” movement, one by Peter Saharko
(CAS '97) and one by Protessor Thomas
King, SJ. I would like to respond briefly
to the former and in more detail to the

o

Founded January 14, 1920

solely on the opposition to the positive

cient reform. Without

reforms that the Republicans are trying

stick to realistic cuts and change, these

the integrity to

to make for the country.
The College Democrat Executive
Board claimed that this long-standing
commitment to core values ol tolerance
and equality coupled with the Demo-

programs that the Democrats so cherish
would go bankrupt.

The Republican Party has offered a
positive and practical approach to down-

crats’ passionate belief that “the nation
can come together to create a stronger,

swing government. They haveresponded
to the public's support to balance the
budget and put money back into the tax

more admirable whole.” make the Demo-

payer's pocket. The Republican Party

cratic Party the best political unit in
which to entrust America’s future.

Contract with America.

has

offered

concrete

solutions

in the

leastas committed to tolerance and equal-

Browne and Chaterjee cite Democrat-

ity as the Democratic Party. But unlike
the Democrats, the Republicans are
poised to act for the welfare of the country with concrete, fiscally responsible

My question then ishow has the Demo-

initiated programs such as Medicare and
the Family and Medical as examples of
the Democrats” supposed moral superiority which qualifies them for leadership. This base ol using historical

cratic leadership “addressed our
country’s problems with comprehensive,
well thought-out plans for the future” as
the GU College Democrats have said?

achievements to justify present inactiv-

reader to join the Democratic cause not

ity is hardly a firm basis for defending
current Democratic ideals. The Democrals introduced Social Security and
Medicare, and also displaced the Cherokee Nation from their ancestral home-

because

and realistic programs.
In the words of the College Demo-

crats, Republicans are “embarking on a
path harmful to America’s future.” On
the other hand, the College Democrats

have said that the primary reason to support their party is that the “Democrats will
take the country in the right direction.”
Representative Martin Frost (DTexas) stated last month that the Democratic Party is “actively looking for some
things that we will stand for as a party.”
It seems that all the Democrats are doing
these days is opposing the Republicans.
They are in no way leading this country
in any direction, let alone the right direction. It would be nice to say that people
should support the Democratic Party
based on the pro-active statement given
in Browne and Chaterjee’s viewpoint;
however, this pro-active attitude has yet
to be seen in the recent minority party.
The current Democratic Party is based

land in Georgia under President Andrew

Jackson. In spite of the opposition of the
Whig Party, predecessor of the Republican Party, Democrats under James K.
Polk fought an imperialistic war against

Mexico in the 1840s, stealing land from
America’ssovereign neighbor. The modern Democrats justify their leadership
with core party values, but were their
‘core values present when the Democratic Party staunchly defended slavery?
Furthermore. the outlook for programs

Browne

and

Chaterjee

the Republicans

programs are in need ol quick and effi-

the

“are embark-

ing on a path harmful to America’s future,” but because the Democrats will
guide America to a fruitful future. How-

ever, they have no comprehensive plans
and the Democrats are certainly not leading our nation.

In conclusion we have one final question: Why are you Democrats? Is it “because we and the Democratic Party passionately believe that this nation can
come together to create a stronger, more
admirable whole?” Or is it what the
Republican Party has accomplished has
accomplished in the past and present?
The real question should be: Why are
you not Republicans?

such as Medicare and Social Security
have little future at its alarming growth
rates. The Republicans realize that these

encourage

Par HULSY (SKS 199)
DANNY Y 00 (GSB 99)
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VIEWPOINT
Ali Aslan and Jeffrey Burk
ete

Women’s Conference in Beijing:
A Waste of Time and Resources

vhether
vement
lamen-

mans
ight in
s1gnifiid adult

LOBAL FEMINISTS AND MAOIST
authontarians

1¢ eVi-

bedfellows.

[may

aculty
tilized
ong in

levant

think,
he fuin cell
Fl ds
res as
ary as
atures
cells,
rpris-

make

strange

Nothing

proved

the high-minded attendees. A prime
example of that incognizance arose in
the face of the behavior of the Chinese
hosts. Western feminists expressed sur-

pay for equal work and lesbian rights.
Women who cope with the absence of
humanrights for both sexes in their coun-

that better than the women’s conference
in Beijing. which was discussed by a
panel of delegates at Georgetown re-

staged — at their treatment. The panel-

cently. Of course. the bumbling nature
with which the Chinese handled the

more gender-specific. Moreover, the finer

ists at Georgetown uttered disbelief at
the conduct of the Chinese.

details of conference debate demonstrated

conference provided ample comedy relief from the intensity displayed by the
lofty-goaled conference participants.

When Hillary Clinton spoke in a
crowded assembly hall holding one-

indeveloped nations whose concerns are

that women of different socioeconomic,
cultural and political groups have widely
divergent perspectives of what women’s
rights actually entail.
Representatives from the Vatican and
Muslim nations found themselves in
unity, opposing progressive measures

tenth the number of people expected to

attend the event, high-ranking mem-

The results of the
conference are as
blurry as were its
planners’ focus

propI will
mous

© and

spect

before the

using
lwo.

Secretary

Ser-

|

as the Unholy Alliance. Many of the
critics believe their universal concept of

toenter the building. Only Shalalamade

rights

which was isolated 30 miles [rom
Beijing. The 5,000 Chinese delegates
were hand-picked. Chinese press coverage was sparse on content of the

blurry as were its planners” focus before
the conference. Countries that already

lo turn a conference

protect therights offered in the Program

of Action no doubt support its statements. Yet nations which deny those
rights will likely pay lip service to the
while continuing to violate

its declarations.
The United Nations and 189 counries sent 30,000 women ana millions
ol dollars to China for the sake of ap-

pearances. The same money and effort”
“would

have

benefited

development

projects in countries more in need ol
action than words.
Perhaps most of all. the conference
demonstrated fundamental naivete in

group

of

cultural

relativism

tions that assumed
with the program.

when

it suits their

strong

though it competed with massive human
rights violations against both sexes in so

many

places

—

including

in

the

conlerence’s host country. As a result,
the logic of the conference seems rather
awed. Itllows [rom the assumption that
il" the abusing countries simply knew
more about women's rights, they would

and

rights into an example of police-state
containment.
And the Chinese behaved with similar obliviousness by expecting the conference participants to subject themselves quictly to authoritarian compliance. No wonder people questioned the
selection of conference sites.
Evenif the conference had the ability

to put teeth into its program, there is no
substantial conson
ensu
what women’s
s
|
interests and needs are worldwide.
Women in many countries are more
concerned with having land to farm and

Women who cope
from the absence of
‘human rights for
both sexes in their
countries have little
in common with
women in
developed nations
whose concerns are
more gender —
specific.

Cam Robertson/TheHova

Martha Van Hoy

Lots of Hot Air
On Medicare
Republicans

Attack Social Programs

differences

The conference had the benefit of raising the profile of women's issues. al-

estimated
the ability of Beijing officials
on freedom

same

but arguably destructive to the delega-

than 10.000 potential conference parlicipants never even received visas.
Anyone who expected anything othcrwise [rom the Chinese regime under-

The

probably preach the merits of

together to do so was not only wasteful,

events, but long on how well security
forces maintained order. According to
delegates who spoke at the recent oncampus forum. non-governmental delcgates laced luggage and personal
searches, moving in the middle of the
night. cancellations and delays. More

prevalent in liberal democracies, however, the manifesto is —big surprise —all
words, no action.
The results of the conference are as

is absolute.

women

purposes, however.
Prompting thousands of delegates to
reach a consensus on every narrow point
is an exercise in futility. Bringing them

as far as it could from the conference,

that will provide nothing more

document

suggested by European Union delegates.
Critics attacked the religious dissenters

Meanwhile, China kept its citizens

Despite its call for fundamental rights

VIER

and Human

incredulity at the Chinese.

than an economic boom in the world
paper industry. Delegates speaking at
the forum at Georgetown argued that
the platform would help womens rights.

out
been
utraISON
’s,
your
Sas
“On
one
loya
le of
“has
the

of Health

vices Donna Shalala, Clinton Press Secretary Lisa Caputo and feminist guru
Betty Friedan struggled with officials
it inside. She and Friedan expressed

In the end. the conference produced a
voluminous Program of Action docu-

ment

States delegation

remained stranded in the rain outside.

conference.
€

of the United

small busi-

nesses in developing countries and other
growth programs.

tries have little in common with women

prise — presumably hall-sincere, half-

bers

billion in aid to women's

stop violating them.
Putting money into growth and development in the Third World, while creating a consumptive middle class and a
professional pool not confined to elites,
improves the chances of nations emulating liberal democracies and protecting
all citizens” rights. With hope, those nations can also avoid the delay that kept
women in Western countries without
suffrage or equality.
Investmentand development planning
would lead to more equality and prosper-

But that was not the intent of some
women at the conference, especially delegates from the West. As Mary Ann
Glendon of the Vatican delegation wrote
in the Wall Street Journal, “The hard
women of 1970s feminism were out in

HE REPUBLICANS HAVE COMI:

force m Beijing — and like other radi-

cals, they became fiercer as the public at
large rejected their more controversial

aims.”
Perhaps at the next conference, while
the feminist politicos are out watching
“Thelma and Louise”, other conferees
can sit down with the World Bank, other
development institutions and private entities and seek to work out something
more pragmatic and effective than the
Program of Action document.

Cio eradrl

of the life of

every human being. Should we perpetuate the notion of a cold, unteeling government concerned only with
making its numbers come out evenly
while at the same time turning its

voted last week to cut Medicare,
which is one of the most controversial and politically devastating GOP

stead strive for a government

buck on its citizens when they cry
oul for assistance? We should inthat

goals.

seeks to be fiscally responsible while

As an American, a Democrat and
a humanitarian, [ oppose these cuts
for a variety of reasons. Socicties

at the same time, being able to pro-

should be judged on the basis of
how they treat their most helpless

and neediest citizen. In this respect,
the GOP is certainly not going to

The fact is that, for many of our
nation’s elderly, the question of
Medicare coverage is a question of
survival. For 37 million Americans,

help raise the level of civility in
America. Once these cuts are enacted, the lower-income Medicare

and death. When Sen. Robert Dole
(R-Kan.) and’ Rep. Newt Gingrich

recipientsswill- experience

goIailiiio8W-9°

for the enrichment

into power touting various proposals to cut essential social
programs under the political pretense of eliminating the deficit and
balancing the budget. The Senate

«great

hardships in ascertaining adequate.

vide basic medical security for its
clderly.

Medicare is literally a matter of life

.(R-Ga,) 100k the floor of the House.
or-Senate and ranted about the eco

affordable health care.

nomic dangers ol deficit spending,

The recent cuts that the Republicans have made would cut Medicare by $270 billion over the course
of seven years. One of the most

do they worry about the human factor at all? T wonder if they ever
picture the predicament of their gen-

me a
ould

astonishing aspects of these cuts is
that while the Republicans seek to

not as fortunate to receive congres-

stay

cut

1g to
Kam,
rson
ngs,
the
icks
2 flu
ople
0 is
‘ake
lose
eric
son

clothes for their families than they are
in children’s rights to privacy, equal

ity and would have been a better use of
conference funds and time. For example,
ol the few good things to come out of the
conference. the World Bank promised $5

Ali Aslan is a senior in the School
of Foreign Service and Jeffrey Burk is
a graduate

student

in the JD/MSFS

program.

care

funding

for

our

nation’s elderly, the GOP at the
same time, is advocating a $245
billion tax cut for the wealthiest
segment of the population.
Medicare is not a question of
deficit reduction —it is a question of
priorities. Achieving a balanced

"RAL BUILDINGS BLOWN

Ne

health

EE” IND PEALE MITRIK

TRAINS... 8

budgetisnot worth forcing the least-

fortunate Americans to do without
basic health care. It is unfair to ask
the neediest Americans to sacrifice
and “tighten their belts™ while giving tax breaks to large corporations
and the wealthy.
Why must we
balance the budget across the backs

a?

eSe

Matthieu McCauliffe, CAS

’98

d-

h

A three-headed man.

Zach Wales, CAS

’98

Joe Romanow,

SES 96

the money needed to makeup for the
increased costs. It is disheartening

Lo see our representatives so unconcerned with the well-being and survival of our nation’s elderly.
For those of us with aging rela“tives who are dependent on Medicare, these harsh cuts are a frighten-

ing prospect. President Clinton has
vowed not to let anyone hold Medicare hostage. [remain confident that

[tis appalling that Dole. Gingrich
and their congressional cohorts have
no qualms about increasing the suffering and death ol our nation’s elderly. In their decisions to put number-crunching ahead of the health of
ournations’ elderly. Ihope that they
can sleep at night. [ don’t think that

I could.
Martha

Van

Hoy

(SFS

99)

is

a

nmiember of the College Democrats.

and Nikki Schwartz
Pete Hahn, GSB '99
Laurie Desalvo,
University of Richmond "99

1S

My brother because he's a dork.

care where they are supposed to get

Ned Segal.

Mark Bingle, FLL '96
Carolyn Sumulong, SES *96

Jorge Castilla, GSB "98

ill

health care should tell those Americans whose lives depend on Medi-

Compiled by Chris Farmer

Not an R.A.

Tweetle Dumb and Tweetle Dumber.
u-

sional health care coverage as members ofCongress are.
Those who support these cuts in

least our president will stand with
our nations’s elderly.

should. be a force for good —a force

ol

are

il’ the Senate approves these cuts, at

care coverage. Government can, and

What is your ideal Halloween costume?

who

individuals who have faithlully
served their country in times of war
and peace. They should not have to
plead in vain for their country to
help them in their old age.
Republicans like to use the term

vide for the basic needs of its citizens? One of the most important
obligations of the federal government is to allow for adequate health

110

contemporaries

of our nation’s clderly? These are

“fiscal responsibility.”
The responsibility of the government is to pro-

[52

erational

Pablo Escobar and a buyer.
Liliana Pena, SIS ’96
Kyung Choe, SES 96
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Intheend, however, nomurderer struck
the campus. T-shirts were printed that
read “In your face, Nostradamus. I sur-

If you are like the average Georgetown
student, tonight you will be venturing
oul to enter the fray in the time-honored

tradition of Hoya Halloween. Whether
you and your friends will be heading over

to Gaston Hall to see “The Exorcist.”
running through the cemetery at midnight or just cuddling up with an old

copy of the Peanuts classic, “The Greal
Pumpkin.” it is nearly impossible to escape the Halloween spirit on the Hilltop.
Be warned, however. Halloween at
Georgetown is not as genteel as the average Hoya may think. Strange things have
been known to occur throughout the

vived Halloween 1991 at Georgetown.™
Of course,
while herarely has been wrong
about his events, Nostradamus has been
known to be a little bit off on his dates.
No account of Georgetown's Hallowcen haunts is complete without a men-

who

was

tied with

the

[ilming

to

Ever since I was no bigger than a

large pumpkin, everyone in my house
has decorated and celebrated Halloween religiously, going the whole
nine yards and sparing no expense.

Don’t get me wrong—were not
Druids

Chapel. the films producers decided to

shock to me when

But it was true. Because my sister
and [are now both away at college.

quote as a warning that the attack would
occur in either Harbin or St. Mary's and
Darnall because of the buildings’ shapes.

of thisrumor. Georgetown professor Thomas M. King. SJ. was quoted in a past
issue as saying, “Healy is a fine building

Mass paranoia affected Georgetown
students as the date approached. Residents left their dorms for the weekend.
Organizations sponsored overnight activities. One student told of his recurring
nightmare about noticing his dorm sur-

for ghosts because of its Gothic architecture.”
Other rumors also abound about the
fifth floor of the building being haunted.

rounded by police cars as he approached
it. When he got closer to the door, a man
with a sawed-oll shotgun calmly exited.
after having claimed several female vic-

the hands off the clock tower. On the fifth
lloor. they climbed out to reach the top

tims. The dream persisted or 25 nights
in a row, he said.

It couldn’t be.

of unnatural causes after the film was

trious Healy Hall. It is rumored that an
exorcism was performed on the fifth floor
ol the building in the 1950s. Although
reluctant to comment about the validity

fixed between a reservoir and graveyard.
Georgetown students interpreted the

me that Halloween was canceled at

my parents have imposed martial
law and called everything ofl because ol a lack of interest. Though
my younger sister is still in junior
high, even she seemed apathetic to
Halloween. Besides, she has
cheerleading practice today.
As my head recled after the conversation, still couldnt get over my
parents’ new policy of merely leav-

completed.
In folklore, one ol Georgetown’s most

infamous haunted locations is the illus-

ing the front lights on and handing
out Smarties to trick or treaters until
9 p.m.
You sce. Halloween used to be so
much more at my house.

[tis said that students attempted 10 ascend Healy from within, in order to steal
and ell off. In the past. it was said that
the university has closed the (Toor ofl to
the public for unexplained reasons, preSce HALLOWEEN. p. 7

Back in the days of my youth, (a
long,

Katy Dunn/The HOYA
*When they first showed up, there was an initial shock and an initial resistance, but that broke down rather quickly when

they saw me as an ally,” said Professor Chester Gillis about the first time he taught Christian Feminist Theology.

A Most UNUSUAL SUSPECT
“But

HOYA Staff Writer

When students signed up for the course
titled Christian Feminist Theology this
semester, many weren't too clear about

what they had gotten themselves into.
The course involves heavy discussion
about issues of gender and Christianity.
Even before these students walked into
the first discussion, many were probably
a bit taken aback by Chester Gillis, associate professor of theology, the founder
and professor in the class and also ... a
man.
Gillis arrived at Georgetown in 1988.
Henoticed that while the department had
alarge selection of courses, none of these

classes involved women’s theology.
During his years at the Divinity School of
the University of Chicago, he met col-

willing

to undertake

the

endeavor because I thought it was so
important that it be represented and that
students had access to it,” Gillis said.
“When they first showed up. there
was an initial shock and an initial resistance, but that broke down rather quickly
when they saw me as an ally,” Gillis
said. What was key to the success of the
course was the way that Gillis approached it from its onset, he said.
He does not view the course as a one
way dissemination of knowledge, but
rather as a class where both he and the
students interact. The course was origi-

nally conducted in a standard lecture
format.

After listening to suggestions

and complaints from students, he restructured it into a seminar course where

ture of feminist theology and introduced

students can bring their own experiences into the classroom, he said.
The structure of the course, according
to Gillis. makes taking control of the

it to him. According to Gillis, after read-

class and the discourse that occurs in it

ing [urther into it, he approached the
chairman of the department, then William McFadden, SJ. and recommended

more difficult. Gillis is happy to make

leagues who had read some of the litera-

the course be offered.
McFadden agreed and asked him if
he'd be willing to teach it. Gillis had

some misgivings
— being aman put him

Cam Robenson/ The HOYA

I was

this trade-off because of the benefits of
letting students speak their mind. “People
do bring their passion into it. They come
with a huge store of experience and
stories and understandings, much of
which is tied to their religious under-

inan awkward position and he would not
be able to bring as much personally into

standing.” Gillis said.

the class as a female professor might.

the class brings a fresh perspective on

Cascy Bonaguidi (FLL "98) believes

Christianity

to

its students.

classmate,

Jenniter

(CAS

real life level. He shows that it’s importanttoeachand every onc ol us. It's areal
life issue, and he puts it in an immediate
and urgent context,” she said.
to Georgetown,

Gillis has gained popularity among students — a number of the students in
Christian Feminist Theology had already
taken a course with him, he said. In fact;
in the most recent student evaluation, he
wasrated at a4.9 out of 5.0, according to

the course review.
“He's really amazing. It's not as it’ he
the class.

He makes

it

obvious how connected everybody is to
theissues. He's the energy that steers the
class. said Nicole Harburger (CAS 98).

Gillis requires his students to write a
reaction paper each week. which leads
him to get more involved in the class, he

said. “When I read them. I get to understand peoples’ viewpoints, their appreciation of religion or lack ol appreciation

Balducci

Special to The HOYA

Georgetown University appeals to
many because of its multicultural atmo-

sphere. The student body includes
representatives from 116 coun-

tries, each of the United
States’
SO states and two
of its territories. With
this diversity of culture,
there is also bound to be a
wide variety of culinary
tastes.

which many students say benefit their

up. Philadelphia Cheese Steak Factory.

budgets.
Joe Croce (SFS ’97) said he orders out
to avoid the ordinary food at the
cafeterias. “Because I get sick of

Tying for third were Hunan Peking and
Quick Pita.

Marriott after a while. and because I'm an SFS student with

sity Student Association President Ned

high standards of international

food — but no money — I
often use the cosmopolitan
delivery services of the
Georgetownarea,”
he said.
To help students make

informed decisions
when ordering out, THE
Hoya consulted 50
random students for

South

and Damall cafeterias offer an
assortment of intemational dishes
egg

rolls

to

quesadillas to pizza. many students
resort to the delivery services ol the
Georgetown area to satisfy their particular gastronomical needs.

With names like Hunan Peking. Olympic and Niagara Cafe, it becomes apparent that the Georgetown food delivery
services can satisfy the needs of any
tongue. Another advantage is that the

hours are a little more flexible than the
hours at the on-campus Marriott cafete-
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ARMAND’S:

Georgetown

pizza in D.C.” Armand’s is a pizzeria
that offers deep dish and thin-crust pizza,
Caesar and garden salads and a variety of
sodas. The deep dish medium ranges
(cheese) to $22.00 (every-

thing). The large ranges from $11.38 to
$25.00. (Hours: Sun.-Thurs.: Noon-11
p-m.; Fri.: 11 am.-1 am.; Sat.: 11 a.m.midnight. Phone: 363-5500)

the

available delivery
options. Listed
below
are
some of the traditional Georgetown [lavorites, with

information provided by students about each restaurant.

Finishing first in the favorite carry-out
food survey was Domino's Pizza, with

CAPPUCINO’S PIZZA: Late-night
studiers will love Cappucino’s Pizza.
You

(Hours: Everyday: 5
p-m.-5 a.m. Phone:
337-5115)

Univer-

Segal (FLL ’96) and Rajib Saha (GSB
97) both declared Armand’s “the best

from $9.85

sandwiches, grilled chicken salads and
Caesar salads, pasta
and eggplant.

can get these pizzas anytime

be-

tween § pam. and § am. At $7.70 to
$11.50 for amedium and $9.50t0 $15.50
for a large pizza, their pies are a bit
cheaper than Armand’s. Cappucino’s
offers a lot more than pizza — they have
a variety of subs, which include chicken
parmesan sandwiches and cheese steak

PHILADELPHIA CHEESE
STEAK
FACTORY:
Marc
Williams (SFS
'99) described
this restaurant’s

carry-out food
as
“always
good.” Philly
Cheese Steak
offers seven

types

of

cheesesteak
sandwiches,
seven types
of hoagies,
five kinds
of salads,
a wide

variety ofothersandwiches and
more. The sandwiches range from $3.49
to $5.29. while the salads cost between
$2.79 and $3.99. (Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11

Doi
the

home.

all

the

lanterns cried out,

Since we were only allowed to
take two home, my sisters and I
usually ended up fighting over the

proper shape for a pumpkin. As usual,
they won, and my father loaded their
two choices into the back of the car.

Mine. on the other hand. had to be
content to spend some more time
with its neighbors in Pumpkin Village, which was actually (as I only
now remember it) the front yard of a

farmer's house.
When we got home, my sisters
and [ would genetically engineer the
jack o'lanterns on sheets of paper.
Square eyes or round? A laugh or a
frown? When we finally reached a
compromise. we would give the
sketches to my father and he would
go to work with the paring knife.

When
scoop

out

he was done, we would
the squishy

insides and

dump the remains onto the Kitchen
table. The scarier specimen would
be whisked into the garage by my
father. while my mother perched the
other in the dining room window, in
part to scare away the neighbors’
pesky cats.
An hour later, my lather would
emerge from the garage holding his

creation—a pumpkin-headed phan-

ates a passion in me and a sensitivity to
women's issues,” Gillis said.

sheet. For two weeks, “The Spook™,

See GILLIS, p. 7

Domino's Runs Away With First Place; CheeseSteak Finishes a Distant Second
three times as many votes as the runner-

sen

(for good reason sometimes), and it cre-

Georgetown Students Register Their Top Late-Night Choices
rias. The prices can also be pretty cheap,

D
tow

“Take mie! Take me!™

different ideas. “He brings theology to a

only energizes

1

would-be fc

'08). thinks Gillis leads the class to

Since he has come

Halloween

Lying.on the grass and waiting to be
chosen

[Gillis]

Marsh

ago)

Halloween. When we arrived, there
were pumpkins ol’ every size and
shape for as Far as the eye could see.

makes you think about the issues and
your own faith and the applicability of
theology in everyday life.” she said.
A

time

actually begin on the third
of October. On that day my
would pile into our station
and head out to Pumpkin

Forme, going to Pumpkin Village
was a type of pilgrimage that led up
to the religious experience that was

Eyebrows, Professor Gillis’ Students Love His Teaching
By Eric Wall

long

would
Sunday
family
wagon
Village.

While a Man Teaching Feminism May Raise Some

from

my mother told

sawed off their fingers in construction on
the set. He also said two actors also died

Nostradamus also said that the attack
would take place in a T-shaped building

range

a

my house this year.
“What! [gasped over the phone.

a knife.”

that

of

Tragedy also struck many of the cast
members, he said. Two professional carpenters, supposed masters of their craft,

order to pass across; after eight bridges
have been broken up. the chief shall at
that moment be run through, and perfect
children shall have their throats cut with

the New

out

philosopher

tuns and casks shall be joined together in

Although

something

mysteriously burned down again, he said.

Nostradamus. He predicted that “between
two rivers shall he see himself enclosed.

By Marco

or

Nathaniel Hawthorne novel. We all
just like to have a litle fun on Oct.
31,
That is why-it came as a complete

Halloween,

on

16th-century

amount of toil and cven less spending.

the film's set. According to Chieftfo. when
the university refused to allow a sacrile-

build a replica of the chapel, which soon
burned down. When it was rebuilt, it

thanks

chbrate and enjoy with a minimum

movie, offered an account of several of
the supposed mishaps that took place on

facts and then the folklore.
to Georgetown

been the one day of the year when
everyone in the family could cel-

of the

gious scene to be filmed in Dahlgren

In 1991, a scare of a different type

Thanksgiving and Christmas, it has

tion the 1972 film. ~The Exorcist.” which
was partially filmed at Georgetown and
written by Georgetown alumus William
Blaity (CAS 50). Clifford T. Chicllo.

university's past, as evidenced in past
Halloween issues of THE Hoya. First the
came

Halloween has always been a sa-

cred holiday around the Slawinski
household. Perhaps more than

a.m.-midnight: Fri.-Sat. 11 a.m.-4 an.

Phone: 333-8040)

tom with the body of a long, white
as we called it. would hang from the
caves of our house in a haunting

spectacle. Was it “Poltergeist?” No.
but then again, | was never attacked
by the birch tree outside my window.
I also made the front yard of our

house into a graveyard in preparationfor Halloween. Tombstones with
grizzly (and, I must admit, clever)

epitaphs were scattered on the lawn
and probably alarmed some uptight
members of the neighborhood garden club.
:

HUNAN

PEKING:

Accordingtoour

poll, Hunan PeKing is the topranked Chinese
restaurant in the

area.

Although

they carned this
distinction, Hunan

Peking refused to
talk to Tue Hova.
When contacted, the

person who answered
the restaurant's phone
simply said, “We're so
busy. I don’t have time
to tell you anything
about the menu. Just tell
them we have sesame
chicken and that we're
the best.” (Hours: Mon. Thurs. 11 a.m.-midnight:
Fri. 11:30 a.m.- 12:30 am.

Sat
12:30 p.m.-12:30
a.m.: Sun
12:30p.m.- 12:30 a.m. Phone: 337-8888)
See FOOD. p. 7

At exactly 7 p.m... my father, my
sisters and [ would join the other
Kids and parents from ourstreet in an
cttorttocompletely
deplete theneighborhood candy supply. The members of the procession would change
from year to year—from E.T. to
Scooby
Doo
to
Pippy
Longstocking—but

my

friends un-

derneath these costumes would always stay the same.
So. that was the spectacle of my
yearly Halloweens. This year, however, my mother bought a small
pumpkin while grocery shopping and
my lather has yet to carve it. The
plywood tombstonesremainin boxes
in the basement intermingled with
the fake and real cobwebs. I don’t go

trick or treating anymore and [ have
a midterm tomorrow.
Oh, well, some things are bound
to change.

Ir

Staff Writer

&

By Brian Montopoli
HOYA

Memories Of
Pumpkins Past

Tuesday, October 31.
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Pla ying the the RoleRole of of aa Mod
D : Socrates
|
Modern-Day
Profi
Chester Gillis Poses
the Tough Quest
{

GILLIS. from p. 6
This class is not limited to women.

however. Severalmen whomhedescribed
as “curious

in the course.

Those

way to go. For me [ say it’s very impor-

through

you

the

«
10

solve

problems

the

z

an

the book. “Feminist

:

class because Professor Gillismakesyou

movement

is it has principally

tant that it be done and I stand

that and it makes them uncomfortable,”
Bonaguidi

said.

She

also emphasized

change will not come

insight and some personal opinion into

dents

been white, upper-middle class scholars:

the

changes.

who have been doing the work,” Gillis
said. This book tries toremedy the problem by introducing women of color who

talk about

feminism

perspective

than

from

a different

the traditional

privi-

discussed,

he

9 Warming

interjection

percent behind it,” he said. Gillis said the

reveals

and

faculty

However,

13 Large handbag

overnight, but it

will take time for teachers to familiarize
themselves with these issues and a great
deal of effort to integrate them into certain courses. He also realizes thal stu-

being

5 rors

100

that it is this same intensity that makes
other students enjoy the course.
Another interesting aspect of the class
is Gillis® role. While he offers some
issues

ACROSS
1 Venetian blind

“There's progress, but there's a long

you on the spot. Some people don’t like

from the Third World.” The

book presents a different way of looking
a1 women’s issues.
“One of the problems with the other
books and with mainline feminist theological

gives

tools

question yourself and he sometimes puts

Theology

!
He

been made in effecting changes.

women

who are not in agreement sometimes
find themselves arguing fiercely in defense of their views, he said.
:

cent years a great deal of progress has

said. “Some people have trouble in the

to be seriously reformed

about the experiences of Third World

come intothe class aresympathetictothe
issues discussed

[eel uncomfortable in the class, Gillis

tianity needs

Afterthesetworeadings, studentslearn

the class. Gillis said most of themen
who

The Gommuier Puzele

radical view but also stating that Chrisbefore it can be seen as fair to women.

and courageous” also take

J

may
he

resist

insists

i Reasoning

16 Adored one
17 Ire
18
BWA
22 Hints

these

these

23 Cushion

is-

24 Rules of

very little about hisown personal beliefs,
he said. What drives the class, instead.
are the questions thatare offered by Gillis

sues must be discussed.
i
oo
He
In addition to Christian Feminist The-

27 SOncigt
32 Rub out
33 Washes

but arc pursued by the students. “He

ology. Gillis also teaches The Problemol

34 Allow

plays a Socrateanrole in that he presents = God and, his personal area of expertise,

3 Fissure

endless life questions that [the students]

Christianity and World Religions. In the

37 Bumimgney

Some of the readings in the course are
Gillis said throughout this literature
quite controversial, Gillis said. The first.
there is a continued emphasis that Chrisbook that is read in the course is Mary | tianity must be re-evaluated and re-ex-+

attempt to answer and then he tells us
what he thinks. Like Socrates. he gives
you the tools to solve the problems,”

spring, he will also teach Systematic
Theology. which will integrate some ol
the underlying concepts of theology. ;

38 Obtained
39 Pastry cook
40 Sie shelter 10

Daly's

Harburger said.

leged, white scholar, he said.

“Beyond

God

the

Father.”

Ac-

amined

to make religion fair to women.

cording to Gillis, Daly is a radical femi-+

Gillis said Biblical literature is looked at

nist who has analyzed Christianity and

inan historical-critical perspective anda

come
to the conclusion that religion is so:
hard look is given to the authors who
patriarchal that it should be disregarded. = have sometimes “written women out” of.
Gillis summarizes Rosemary Roozer’s
history.
“Sexism and Godtalk™ as taking a less[tis not only the men who sometimes

Gillis said he learns as much

Gillis believes there should be more
courses

at Georgetown

with a special

emphasis
on women’s and minority studies, as well as more attempts to integrate
these different viewpoints into more
classes. However, he thinks that in re-

.

°

°

d

71.

s
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FOOD. from py. 6
PEKING EXPRESS: According to
Sunny Maken (SFS 197), “Peking Ex-

up. Dave Boyd (CAS "99) cites Domino's
reliability as one of its greatest assets.
According to Boyd, he

press has been able to capture the es-

once

sence of Chinese food. which is so important

to me,

and

ordered

a pep-

for baking

peroni pizza from a ri-

it has been able to

val

chain

15

than

minutes

convert it for American tastes,” Peking
before closing. “When
Express’s most popular food is chicken. | they brought it. we

They offer Hunan, Mushi. vegetable. © found a stuffed crust
sweet and sour and steamed chicken. © veggie. Domino snever
Pricesrange from $1.2510 $9.95. (Hours: = does that.” he said.
Everyday 11 a.m.-11 p.m. Phone: 986Domino's is offering a

3939)

DOMINO'S PIZZA: The George-

any

town favorite. In Tue Hoya's survey,

bad

pizza

enjoys teaching all his classes,

44 Give the once-

11 Graceful tree

5 NS iss
vehicle
46 Bay State
ae
cliar.

12 Springtime of
14 Shoestrings
2 Reguistion
Rowing is

55 Brogan
58 Eye amorously
57 Bring out

24 Blend
25 Hunter
constellation

80 Look for

26 Always

it seems

Pita for
.

Thir
.

Th

Food Services

in less

a

minute.

(Hours:

.

in garlic and

40 That woman's
42 Approached,

48 Piece of

51 Become

] Bangs TV isnt
9 Program

45 Peston ok
46 Race distance

“ Svizence
there

a
52 In what way?

11

am. Phone: 338-7482)

am.-2

a.m.
PITA:

Li

ies

($3.65),

Rutan
lavorite,

s can also indulge in a

variety of foodto entertain their palates. | J

the gates to a whole new culinary experience are opened.

GO
{

J

served

in

AIR
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E
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rye
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However.

less- -SUPErStious,. however,

DUTIDOSES.

nn

care

|

3 =
the

bod Yy

a
st

hey.
Suppose

sity goes far beyond mere academics.

It seems. then. that Georgetown has
had more than its share of unexplainable
cvents. As you wander out this evening,
remember that the history of the univercannot

ignore

ing stories that

minute.

connection

the man

disappeared.

Beforethe 1950s according
toTini: Hoya,

the fact that this

shistory is intertwined withiaual:

Then, when the priest looked away fora

® management opportunities

IN

BEES

a
S==~—~

requently

have

had a

to the supernatural.

:
Andrew Pino contributed to this re-

port.
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VOGUE

Open: Tues.- Sat. (9 AM - 7 PM)

(202) 362-9506

Products:
Paul Mitchell e Matrix ¢ Nexxus
Wave Nouveau ® Affirm

4561 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20016
(Corner Of Wisconsin & Brandywine

Next To Hechinger ® Near Tenley Metro)

AMPLE PARKING!

NT

Services:

Ian

TUESDAY SPECIAL! 1
is Person Original Price!
2nd Perso

LZ Price

HAR

LL

ie

| WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

OF

e Color Specialist
° Dorm Specidlist

th e Ua

* Barber On Duty

Discussions will be held from

Expire 12/31/95

3:00- 4:30 p.m.

tural Center Room 234

ASTHMA PARTICIPANTS NEEDED
We will soon begin a research study in our practice
to test the value of a new, investigational inhaled
medication for asthma. It you are over twelve years

ar ointments necessary.

of age, a non-smoker and are using daily asthma

GRADUATING

medications, you may qualify. We are currently
seeking all interested participants. For safety

reasons, women

;

must be medically or surgically

sterile, post-menopausal, or using an effective
method of contraception.

Fourteen weeks of free asthma care and $500.00
are offered for full participation. If you fit the above
criteria and are interested in participating, please

contact

Melissa Talley, R.N., Clinical Study Coordinator at

:

202-966-7100

mas 2
SALT LAKE CITY 159
LOS ANGELES
180

A

PANS

$ 2

NEW YORK
SEATTLE

50
180

Great experience and resume builder.

We are seeking outgoing marketing representatives
for a national college promotion this January.

Curr For 4 FREE "STUDENT TRAVELS" MAGAZINE!

A

Travel
CIEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange
3300 M St., NW, Washington, DC 20007

EIT

EE

IN DECEMBER?

Collegiate Advantage has great job opportunities in the
marketing/sales field for graduating seniors.

Fares are STUDENT fares, from Washington DC, each way based on a
round trip purchase. International Student ID may be required. Taxes
& surcharges are NOT included. Fares may change without notice.

Internet: http://www.ciee.org/cts/ctshome.htm

HOWARD BOLTANSKY, M.D. 1149 19TH St. NW, DC

of Michigan Law
School

Moroarin
*All Specials

y

about the man’s purpose for being in the

Old North also has provided students
with a reason to be scared in the past.

Unisex Hair Studio

#

ol

his death.

* 30 days vacation with pay per
year

1-800-423-USAF

R=

|

at the

supernatural encounters exist elsewhere

school

dental

nmself

10 the filih oor. tales of * returns every year on the anniversary of

One

OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE

|

stench

take care ol yours. I'll take care ol mine.

and

of te da

Ne hange

Go far in a career as an Air Force
officer. Call
AIR FORCE

f

Le

1¢

building. the man supposedly said, "You
:

since

ay foun) i

with:
* medical

r'or

beginning of’ Christmas break, he was

School. After completing Officer
Training School, you can become a

o great starting pay

.

Stories

mors.

The

F

it was rumored that a student was found

in the building, as well. As legend goes,
late one night on the second floor, a
Jesuit came upon a grim looking man
dressed all in black. When he inquired

commissioned Air Force officer

|

from p. 1

Ghost

hanged in a Sip

In

graduate, you may qualify
for Air Force Officer Training

dd

sumably because of these chilling ru-

storage

you JE

F

wn

the floor off is that it is being used for

i

v

o

“claim that the only reason for blocking

Learn how far the

a’

53 Lifetime

Provides roaaer

Georgeto

HALLOWEEN.

FOR YI)

2

Hall

Many

IN THE

|

€ aly

So.when the doors to Marriottare
closed,

in pita bread; falafel ($3.25), a special
sauce

50 Large book

Doe 8 re ihe nip away
student

vegetable

tahini

47 Helper

For the late night Hoya snacker, there
area plethora of food choices available.

Domino's garnered more than three times + Domino's has carned the distinction of

i

10 Some actors
|

tahini sauce served
with

$35

5 Additional pay

the number

iad

transmission

lemon juice served in pita bread, Quick

6 Incites to action

lamb meat with

of votes of the next runner- © the busiest inthe country. This Domino's

33 Similar to
36 Touches fondly
y Compaysons

Pitaix about as ethnic as it gets. (Hours:

shawarma

The Georgetown

31 Guide

1 DO
nt
2 Ore deposit
3 Yoon

Sun.-Wed. 11:30 a.m.-3:30 am. Thurs.
and Sat. 6 p.m.-3:30 a.m.; Fri 6 p.m.-4

With

$9.99,

29 influence

Sun.-

QUICK

;

Puz

Thurs. 11 a.m.-1
a.m; Fri. and Sat.
DOMINO’S

with

Piacle

Solution to Last Week’s

| & sw

pita bread; hummos ($2.50). chick peas
Withtahini
sauce, olive oil served in pita,
shish ta” wook ($3.05) and boneless
chicken breast marinated

vo

BS
a
59 Useless plant
27 Points of time

d

Phone: 342-0100)

special in which theyll
deliver any

43 Middle part

P

[ranchise enjoys an advantage, Mustafa,
the world’s fastest pizza maker —hecan
have a pizza ready

3

students as they do from him. While he

.

Overall in the Clash of the Late-Night Delivery

ppp

trap

to be Christian Feminist Theology that
arouses the most passion within him.
That same passion is. in turn, carried on
to his students.

Hunan Peking Ties With the Ethnic Fare of Quick
°

°

°

from his

Excellent pay & bonuses.
Expense-paid travel.
Conducting interviews in your area!
Please respond by November 7th.
Mail/fax resume to:

COLLEGIATE

ADVANTAGE

137 Newbury St.
Boston, MA 02116

Attn.: Christina
or call 1-800-783-4237 x 346
fax 617-236-4713

Tuesday, October 31,
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THE
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
OF PARIS

Manage Your Own
Team of Your Favorite
Hoyas & Other Big
East Players

HOYA

établissement d'enseignement supérieur privé

HOOP FANS!!!

Interested in studying at the Villa

AUP prepares its students
to be a part of an increasingly
global society.

College Basketball Fantasy Leagues
Big East, Big Ten, & More...
« Realistic Head to Head Format

» Start a League With Your Friends
e Ask About Student Discounts
For Free Info: 1-800-511 -7300
Press Box Statistical Systems, Inc

NM
BA

——

Bachelor degree programs in ten disciplines.
Fully-accredited by Middle States.
Traditional Junior-Year Abroad curriculum.
Special Visiting Programs, which include
study at the Sorbonne and other French
institutions.
Full range of Summer Programs.
Contact our U.S. Office: B.P. 130, E. 11th St.,
Suite 434, New York, NY 10003-6000

in Florence next year?
«

Slide Presentation and
Question and Answer Session

on Georgetown’s
Villa le Balze Study Program

Tel. (212) 677-4870 / Fax (212) 475-5205

Web Address:

http://www.aup.fr

AUP. The American university in Europe.

Wil Summer 36

Monday, November 6, 1995 at 5:00 p.m.
ICC Auditorium

Jor more information, contact
Michelle Siemietkowski,

687-5624,

or stop by ICC 306

Commercial Relationship Manager

8
Georgetown

1¢

twice-weekly
newspaper

reachin 8
8,400

people

every issue.

:

Over 1,000 undergraduate

in

University’s
Oldest & only

#31005r At week session
and

customer
program exposes you Sa to credit4; analysis,
1
fi

for a career as a Commercial Lender. This challenging

special summer housing rates for as little

’
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graduate courses
1-800-c28-4Nvl ext
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hlowsesend meafeee | NewYork Univers Ofief Summer Sessions
ummer
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Session I:
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Session II:
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available in your placement : office. If interested in this
excellent opportunity, submit your resume for
.

a
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a
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ini your placement office.
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New York University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution.
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consideration to Frank Peloso,
Placement Manager,

.0.

;

calling, problem solving and diverse financial services
training. Please review our training brochure which is

© Web Site: hina I. cdu/Immet

E-Mail: summer96_ad@nyu.edu

i
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fin

173

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
FOR LIBERAL ARTS MAJORS
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Live in historic Greenwich Village:
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Tre Hova
ads have it.
YOU CAN TOO

The First Bank of Maryland, a $10B regional
financial institution located in Baltimore, Maryland, will
be recruiting at Georgetown University on Thursday,
prepares you
program
November 16, 1995. Our training
é
:

Are you thinking of pursuing a career in financial services
and then earning an MBA?
Why not do both at once?

Tomorrow, November

1

Georgetown Conference Center
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Casual dress
Refreshments will be served

FIRST CHICAGO
The First National Bank of Chicago

-—
—
~

>
CC)
TY
-r
<<

Please join us for an information session

CY

rN

Structure for exceptional undergraduates, our two-and-a-half year rotational
training program leads to an ongoing professional position within the bank.
First Scholars concurrently earn their MBA degree at either
The University of Chicago or
Northwestern University’s
J.L. Kellogg Graduate School of Management.

TI IY

THE FIRST SCHOLAR PROGRAM

Tuesday, October 31, 1995

GU Seniors Win Finale

Volleyball

Hoyas Capture Two

up, 2-1. at the half.

By Jeff Strange

The second half was all Georgetown.

HOYA Staff Writer

Conference Victories
In its final homestand of the season.
the Georgetown women's volleyball
team continued its climb up the Big
East standings with wins over Boston
College (15-10, 15-9. 14-16. 15-7) and

Providence College (15-11, 10-15. 157515-7).
The victories improved the Hoyas’
win streak to five matches in confer-

ence play and moved it into a tie for
fifth place with St. John’s in the
conference standings. The Hoyas stand
at 17-10 overall.
“This weekend was a very important
weekend to us, being our last home
weekend and our last chance to be able

to play in front of a home crowd.” said
Head Coach Jolene Nagel. “It's really
nice to be able to have both the wins.”
Against Providence College Sunday.
Georgetown had 11-kill. 13-dig

performances by juniors Danielle
Stannard and Meghan O Rourke to

neutralize the Friars. Senior Kathy Joy,
in her final home match as a Hoya,
made a big contribution with 10 kills
and eight digs.
The Friars were kept off-balance
throughout the match by a multitude of
different Georgetown formations.

Junior Stephanie Dersch and sophomore Katy Bloodgood effectively
shared the setting duties throughout the
match, while every player on the active

roster saw playing time at some point
during the match.

The only letdown for the Hoyas came

was a win we didn’t have last year.”

good ‘money.

Interactive Television

Association. Ask for John (202) 4080008.

1 HOUR PHOTO LAB in Georgetown has immediate openings for
part-time. Applicant should have
an interest in photography, retail
experience and enjoy working with

the public. Call (301) 441-3723.
| NNT ERAC
TIVE
TELEVISION...PT unpaid positions available with Interactive
Television

Association.

Seeking

talented students with research,
communication, graphic design
and political skills to assist coalition including: broadcast, cable,
Hollywood, Baby Bells, advertising and more. Fast-pacedinvolvement on leading edge of informa-

tion

superhighway.

media

Corporate,

and gov't contacts.

(202)

408-0008.
HOST DOORMEN for Georgetown restaurant. $7/hr. evenings.
Apply with manager, 4p.m.-7p.m.,
Cafe Babalu, 3235 M St.

and

around

campus.

Call Mr. Harris (800) 523-3882.
HELP

WANTED

addressing en-

velopes. Work at your residence

Hoyas™

eighth

12:13

left in the

first half.

the early Georgetown dominabrief lapse of defensive balance
Appalachian State to take the
prompted Walker to huddle the

The victory increased the Hoyas™ win
total to 16. surpassing their total of 15

cally, the team needed something to get
them going and scoring that goal and

wins last season.
With the regular season nearing a

Katherine, along with the other two captains, got the team fired up. From that
point on, we were really a different team

Head Coach Kim Simons said, “Basi-

close, the Hoyas™ recent surge has
come at a crucial point. After beginning 0-2 in Big East play. the fivematch conference win streak, including
two wins this past weekend, puts
Georgetown right in the thick of the
post-season

race.

Consistency has been the key to
Georgetown's recent success.

During

its five-match conference win streak,
the Hoyas have hit .247 as a team
while holding their opponents to a low
..144 hitting percentage.

Graham Buck/The HOYA

No player has been more consistent
for the Hoyas during this run than
Stannard. The middle blocker has
game, as well as 2.5 blocks per match,
solidifying the Hoyas’ frontcourt.
In addition, Georgetown has

received increased production from its
Dylan Smith. who has given the Hoyas
a stronger [ronteourt block, and from

Joy and Estes. who have alternated in
the role of coming off the bench.
“We're hitting a good stride right

now at this point in the season.” Nagel

time.

$250+/week

possible! (310) 804-5587 24hrs.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT — Earn up to $25-$45/hour
teaching basic conversational Englishin Japan, Taiwan or S. Korea.
No teaching background or Asian
languages required. For info. call:

(202) 632-1146 ext. J53012.
NEED

CASH?

RIENCE?

RESUME

Meghan O Rourke (No. 6) posted 25 Kills in the Hoyas® two wins this weekend.
said. "It seems like we're playing a
little more steady. We have our
breakdowns. but we're not losing it, as
far as getting emotionally distraught
over it. | think it’s coming together for
our team.”
However, with three of their four
remaining matches against conference

EXPE-

105 year old. stock bro-

kerage firm in Georgetown needs:
Seminar Callers, Analytical Intern,
Personal Assistant (running errands
for busy execs). Flexible hours.
CallJohn Yetmanat (202) 333-6200.
VCLUNTEER IN AFRICA, LATIN
AMERICA. One-year posts in environment, health, journalism, community development, human rights,
democratization, youth, scientific
& social research. Call (202) 6257402.

DATA ENTRY POSITION OPEN
IMMEDIATELY.
15-20 hrs/wk.
Opthalmology-Medical Center. Pay
based on experience. Please con-

earn

cash

(800) 234-7007.

LOTS

OF CASH

with America’s

#1 Spring Break company! Sell
only 15
Choose
Mazatlan
TAKE
A
TRAVEL

SPRING

trips and travel free!
Cancun,
Bahamas,
or Florida! CALL NOW!
BREAK
STUDENT
(800) 95-BREAK!

BREAK

- Bahamas,

London........ $427

Duca’s fifth of the season and gives her

14 points on the season, second only to
Hilsky’s 25.
Georgetown continued to pound the
Mountaineers in theirownend. The Hoyas
had various opportunities but had trouble
finishing. Duca wound up and blasted a
shot from six feet out, but it went right
into the pads of Stamberg. Stamberg
came up big again as Hilsky came at her
one-on-one and she was successful in
going after Hilsky's
legs and tripping her

up. Stamberg finished with 19 saves on
the day, but the Hoyas would find a way.
With time running out in the first half,
Fox punched in a loose ball set up by
freshman Beth Doty to put Georgetown

WOMEN’S SOCCER. from p. 10
year.” Popol said.
Junior Lorelei Avizathen scored backsecond on a cross pass from Bruner.
Donovan closed out the scoring lor the

........ S16

’85 TOYOTA

CAMRY,

Liftback, $1650,

Auto/AC/

call eve.

(703)

Mexico

....... 455

Also call us for student discounts on

437-3477.

domestic flights.Tax not included
Some restrictions apply

DIAL-A-BED, DIAL-A-DESK &
MORE! Dressers, sofas, etc. for
fastdelivery.
Call (301) 699-1778.
Call (301) 294-4384
for directions.
Friendly Furniture Company.

FOR RENT

seeks to adopt

COUPLE

infant or toddler.

Legal/medical expenses paid. Call
(703) 759-4532.

ADOPTION:

Loving

202-887-0912
2401 Penn. Ave. Ste. G
Washington D.C.

1 LARGE BEDROOM to share
with female in Eton Court. Five
min. walk to G.U. Great security.
Call 784-8887. Available immediately!

CHILDLESS

http://www.sta-travel.com

childless

ready earning

collect at: (301) 299-7601.

legal expenses. Call Jean and Ed

This Space
Could Be Yours!!
- THE Hova has a place for your

classified ad!
Call 202-687-3947 or stop by Leavey 421

pU[IY4

-17/
STA TRAVEL
‘We've been there.

I say she can come

back

“lthink the ref decided
that she wanted
to keep Elaine out alittle longer than was
necessary. It was unfortunate she had to
sit out that long in her last home game.
Plus, we were a man down. Thanklully
we weredomimating at that time,” Simons
said.

The Hoyas cruised through the second
pressure on Appala-

nities the Mountaineers

managed

were

thwarted by freshman goalie Lori Sousa,
who made several impressive saves, including a delt stick save in the second
Georgetown again struck with 2:53
remaining in the game when Hilsky and

ball and drew Stamberg out of the net.
When Stamberg was lured out. Fox cen-

tered the ball to an open Hilsky, who redirected the ball into the net. It was
Hilsky’s | 1th goal of the season, which
leads the team, and her fifth goal in her
last three games. The assist gives Fox 12

points on the season, which is third on
the team.
Georgetown finishes with a 5-2 record
at home. The Hoyas were awarded a

victory after Towson State forfeited the
Friday game. The Towson State Athletic
Department decided to forfeit the team’s
remaining

games

after alcohol-related

misconduct. Georgetown’s final game is
today against Villanova in Villanova,
Pa.

Anes

4

%
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Hoyas Close Out Season 5-12-1
After Win Over Visiting Howard

a free trip plus commissions. Call

Tel:Aviv......... 728

back in when
in.

=

2-0. The Hoyas played well in the first

FOR SALE

datory five minute benching. Ziccardi
was on the sideline nearly 12 minutes
after the penalty. When questioned during play. the referee said. “She'll come

Fox teamed up for a two-on-one goal.
Fox sprinted up the right side with the

Hoyas at 88:55 when she beat Plummer

Madrid

goal when Ziccardi was given a yellow
card alter verbally retaliating to a stick to
the back. The yellow card rule states that
the player will return to the field at the
referees discretion aller serving a man-

cage after Hilsky blew by the Mountaineer defense and dumped the ball past
goalie Ingrid Stamberg. The goal was

Frankiurt...... 476

(800) 822-0321.

where Mulrooney was positioned.
Controversy arose minutes after the

half.

from sophomore Meghan Frese and the

..o

the ball through the circle toward the post

raced down the turf and tied the score 10
seconds later. Duca recorded the tally as
she dove and redirected the ball into the

344

Rome.

Megan Alexander's lob. Alexander lifted

chian State. The only offensive opportu-

to-back goals, the first off a corner Kick

Paria... oii

cage came from sophomore Tara
Mulrooney. Her goal came at the 2%:44
mark when she redirected classmate

cent. That's the type of leadership this
team needs.”
Walker's inspiration apparently paid
off, asthe Hoyas" explosive duo
of junior
Stacy Duca and sophomore Lauren Hilsky

$299. Organize a group and earn

born infant. Will pay medical and

and

STUDENT
TRAVEL

half would

bring an unprecedented 22 shots. The
first of these shots to hit the back of the

half’ withconstant

low and right.
Georgetown was not as successful in a
Saturday contest with Bucknell. losing

FREE TRIPS & CASH! Find out
how hundreds of students are al-

TRIPS

10 see them play even better before the

nine shots, but the second

out there. Everybody was going 100 per-

504

couple wishing to adopt a new-

FREE

performances of the season.

scason’s end.”

ADOPTION

free!

Nevertheless, the Hoyas are putting
together their most impressive

travel to Syracuse and Pittsburgh this
weekend and then wrap up its regular

LOVING

& go

behind undefeated Notre Dame.

East tournament. Georgetown must

tact LISA, 687-4359.

TRAVEL

season at Connecticut and St. John's.
Both Connecticut and Pittsburgh stand
at 6-1, tied for second in the Big East

“The team is playing well together,”
Nagel said. “If we can keep polishing
up [our play] a little bit, I'll be excited

foes with records over .500, the Hoyas
are not guaranteed to make the Big

Cancun, Jamaica: Packages from

Sell trips,

on

in the

team and shout out a wake-up call.

Georgetown
stores

roles

13 Kills to go along with two blocked
shots.

dent needed for part-time sales of

U. merchandise to

with

Despite
tion, this
allowed
lead and

15 Kills and a

ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERS!
BOOK NOW! Jamaica/Cancun
$389, Bahamas $359, Florida $129.

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN. Stu-

goal

.297 hitting percentage, O'Rourke
posted 14 kills. while Stannard added

in your spare

business, make great contacts, earn

of the

in control and kept solid offensive pressure on Appalachian State, the Mountaineers struck first with a surprising

had three players in double figures in
kills. Sophomore Lindsay Estes led the

bench. most notably from sophomore

INTERACTIVE TELEVISION...PT/FT
ad sales jobs. Learn the advertising

crowd

maining.
Even though the Hoyas began the game

Eagles’ offense. which hit just .076 for
the match. Once again Georgetown

However, Georgetown quickly
rebounded. disposing of Providence in
the final two games. cach by a mark of
15-7.

EMPLOYMENT

its largest

victory of the year. The win gives the
Hoyas an 8-7 record with one game re-

two games aided by the anemic

averaged more than three kills per

especially nice.” Nagel said. “They
finished fourth last year and we

With

significant

I'he victory came one day after
Georgetown handed Boston College its
ninth consecutive oss, including six
straight conference defeats.
The Hoyas cruised through the first

in the second game during a span in
which Georgetown had difficulty
maintaining serve. The Friars took
advantage ol the Hoyas” miscues and
went on lo win game two. 15-10.

“| The win over Providence] was

for the field

season and the expectation of senior ceremonies, the Hoyas outplayed Appalachian State. 4-1.
Each ofthe seniors, Sara Fox. Katherine
Walker and Elaine Ziccardi, all played

really nice to have the win because that

Georgetown attack with

together

hockey team’s last home game of the
season.

HOYA Staff Writer

The Hoyas shone in the first period with

The timing was perfect Saturday as
everything came

finished fifth to miss the Big East
tournament [by one spot], so it was

By Brian Finch

Page 9, Tue Hoya

half.

outshooting

Bucknell

5-2.

but

couldn’t find the net. Georgetown's best
chance to score came midway

through

the first half when a shot by Bruner sailed
just over the crossbar.
Bucknell came close
to scoring when

Leigh Raymount

beat Desbrow

in a

race fora long ball, giving her a poten-

tial breakaway. However, freshman
goalic Abby George raced out of goal
and kicked the ball away. thwarting
Raymount.

The Bison came out more aggressively
and kept play on the Hoya side of the

ficld. At 52:37. Raymount took a cross
from

Amy

Riviere

and

beat

a diving

George to give Bucknell a 1-0 lead.
Georgetown, almost answered at the
I I-minute mark when Bruner hit Frese
witha perfectcross pass, but Bison keeper
Becky Snover stopped Frese's shot.
With live minutes left in the contest.

Liz Woodrow took a pass [rom Raymount
and beat a charging George, scaling the
Bison victory.
“Breakdowns in our marking were
key. We need to communicate better on

defense.” Popol said. “But we are beginning to anticipate more. and that is the
common denominator in becoming better. [Freshman] Brenda Yang had an
outstanding game. and Alex is stepping

up. We may have a sweeper For the next
three years.”
Although the Hoyas® season featured

“In the first period, we were very
sharp,” Popol said. “But we have to do

more downs than ups. Popol is optimis-

whatever it takes to put the ball in the net.
We created some good opportunities and
couldnt take advantage.”

the scores, we lost live games very closely.
Our lack of experience showed. Our goal
next year is to win those close games.

Those missed opportunities came back
to haunt the Hoyas

in the second hall.

tic about the team’s future. “If you look at

With

added

experience.

able 10.” he said.

we

should

be
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Football

The Hoyas were quick to answer with

Sophomore quarterback Bill Ward's
five-yard touchdown pass to senior Chris
Smith with 37 seconds left in the game
Saturday gave the Georgetown football
team a 14-13 victory over Marist College
in Poughkeepsie, N.Y. The win improved

the Hoyas" record to4-3 overall and 3-2 in
the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference.

“That's a big road win for us.” said
Head Coach Bob Benson. “Marist is not
an easy place to play. The field conditions were horrible.™

The Hoyas performed strongly on both
sides of the ball. Georgetown

held the

ball for 35:58 and allowed the Red Foxes
just

37

yards

rushing.

Senior

Chris

ascore of theirown. Georgetown marched

65 yards in 12 plays to even the score at
seven ona 15-yard runby sophomore Joe
Todisco. Ward setup Todisco’s run with
two 18-yard passes, one to sophomore
Rob Rosenthal and another to junior
Chris Colman.
.
“Todisco's touchdown run was a great
ctlort by him. but he also got some nice

blocks.” Benson said.
The two teams traded punts in
third quarter. Wales” interception in
fourth quarter gave Georgetown the
at the Marist 39. The Hoyas drove

the
the
ball
the

ball down to the 12 to set up a 29-yard
field

goal

attempt

by

freshman

Andy

0
can
mill
Com
B
rect
hon
whe

“Billy [Ward] was tremendous on that
last drive and played great in the second

T
and
and

half.” Benson said.
Ward completed 12 of his 22 passes
on the day for 127 yards. Sophomore
Steve loro ran for 93 yards on 21 carries.

bas!
clut

Johnston led the Hoyas with nine tackles. Sophomore Mike Fioritto had five

Taylor.

Taylor's

blocked

by Marist

and returned to the

tackles,

and Todisco had 60 yards on 13 rushes.
Paltos ran six times for 30 yards.

Hoya 47.
Marist took the lead two plays later
when Bill Tramaglini hit Mike Zoller

“We completely dominated the field
position in the second half and did what
we had to do defensively,” Benson said.

with a 46-yard touchdown

“We ran the ball real well. Paltos did a
great job, both running and blocking. He

Saints are winless on the season, but they

really turned it up for us.”

sport the conference's leading rusher,

Georgetown plays its final home game
of the season against Siena College Sat-

Reggie Greene.

1.5 sacks and an interception.

Senior Sam Wales added an interception
and junior Janne Kouri had six tackles
and two sacks.
“There's no one better in the confer-

ence than Janne Kouri.™ Benson said.
“He is just dominating.”
Marist got on the board first. scoring

on a 12-yard run by Jovan Rhodes. The

kick, however,

was

pass to put

the Red Foxes up 13-7. The Hoyas
blocked the extra point to keep the deficit at six.
Georgetown

took over on its own 31

with 5:14 left on the clock. Ward

hit

urday on Kehoe Field at 1:30 p.m. The

clos
said
:

1

“Siena’s got the No.3 or No.4 rusher in
the country.” Benson said. “He's legit.

Hoyas Assured of Big East Bid
Despite 1-0 Loss to Red Storm
HOYA Staft Writer

St. John's junior Ben Hickey's goal in

the 76th minute snapped the Georgetown
men’s soccer team’s four-game winning

streak Saturday. The No. 20 Red Storm
sent the Hoyas to a 1-0 defeat in New
York.
While the loss dropped the Hoyas’
conference record to 5-4-1 (8-8-2 over-

all). West Virginia's 4-0 loss at Boston
College Saturday

assured

Georgetown

the teams have been decided by one goal.
In the last meeting between the squads at

first halt, but not so much in the second

margin.
“| The Georgetown-St.

John's game]

was somewhat typical,” said Head Coach
Keith Tabatznik. “It was not very prety
because it was very windy up on the

turf.”
The Hoyas! offense was held in check

throughout the game. as it could manage

a total of only four shots. The defense,
however, continued its strong play.

HOYA

Cross Country Championships, held
at Van Cortlandt Park in Bronx. N.Y.
As is the case every year, compel-

game for us because we need to be in a

Tabatznik

scoring chances, and 1 felt we should
have had a goal. While 1 felt we should

ensure ourselves a winning season. It's
also the last home game for our seniors,
who have had a great impact on this

five, makes the Big East arguably the

nation’s most

have been up on St.John’s 1-0, it was 0-

program.”

Sean Redmond/ The HOYA

another goal when she took a cross pass
[rom deep right and beat Howard goalie

By Patrick Hruby
HOYA Stat Writer

Bobbet Plummer to the upper right cor-

The Georgetown women's soccer team
finished its season yesterday with a bang,
dispatching Howard, 10-0. The victory

ner of the net.
“I feel Christina has been playing bet-:

gives the Hoyas a final record of 5-12-1.

She has the killer instinct,” Popol said.

The Hoyas broke an eight-game losing skid. a three-game scoring drought

Bruner opened the second hall for the
Hoyas by notching two straight goals.

and

left the Bison just plain broken.

The first came only eight minutes into the

keeping the ball squarely on the Howard

half. when Bruner put in a rebound shot
by Donovan. An assist from junior Sara

side

Ogiony lead to another Bruner score and

of the field

and

outshooting

the

two assists, while junior Erin Donovan

added a hat trick of her own.
“It feels absolutely good to win.” said
Head Coach Leonel Popol. “We're trying to play the way we want to play next
year, putting a lot of pressure on for 90
minutes. We want to play a lot more

offensive soccer. Our goal is to keep
teams on their side of the field.”
The Hoyas took their first shot just 15
seconds into the game and never looked
back. After a number. of barely missed
chances. including two shots that hit the

goalpost,
10-0 victory over Howard.

ter and better since the St. John's game.

Georgetowndominated play throughout,

Bison 56-2. Sophomore Christina Bruner
lead the Hoya assault with four goals and

Junior Erin Donovan scored three goals in GU’s

confer-

was seeded third behind Villanova
and Providence, ranked second and
third. respectively. in the most recent
national coaches’ poll.
Providence captured this year's
team title, finishing with 37 points.
followed by Villanova. in second
with 51. Georgetown took third with
73 points in the first year of the

Georgetown Rolls Past Howard, 10-0;
Bruner Posts Four Goals in Victory

HOYA File Photo

competitive

ence. Although ranked fifth nationally going into the race, Georgetown

Junior Warren Van der Waag and the Georgetown men’s soccer team lost
to St. John's Saturday, dropping the squad’s record to 8-8-2 on the season.

Georgetown

gol

on

the

scoreboard when Donovan slammed
home a penalty kick at 30:52.
About 10 minutes later, Bruner added

Frank

Gagliano,

up. and we got beaten by a very good

Providence team. We didn't perform
at our highest level, and the results

Gagliano said. “The combination of

power-

The presence of these three schools,

position to go up to Pitt (Saturday)and

Coach

ence of two other national

all ranked within the country’s top

said. “It’s a big

Head

sents a tall order for Coach Ron
Helmer’s squad because of the preshouses, Villanova and Providence.
The Hoyas captured third in this year's
championship, eclipsed again by the
Friars and the Wildcats.

Drexel Saturday.

NCAAs,”

3.0

whose team went into the race as the
strong favorite. 1
:
* “The competition was really fired

speak for themselves,” Gagliano said.
Senior Andy Downin was the top
Hoya finisher, finishing second in
24:55. Andy ran a tremendous race
despite the poor conditions.”

ing in the Big East Conference repre-

Georgetown will complete its regularseason home schedule Wednesday when
itmeets No. 14 Towson State (13-3 overall) inanon-conference game. Towson’s
chances for an at-large bid in the NCAA
tournament will be at stake Wednesday,
as the Tigers are coming off a 1-0 loss to

“In the first half, we played well. We
were able to pressurize St. John's.”
Tabatznik said. “We created a couple of

for

Staff Writer

a familiar rival at the 1995 Big East

hall.”
St. John's outshot Georgetown by a
marginof 10-4. Stapleton made two saves
for the Hoyas. while DaCosta registered
two for the Red Storm.

“Towson's having its best season al
13-3. It's a huge game because they're
sitting on the bubble for a bid in the

seal

petitions. The result was a surprise

While Saturday's races were anunfortunate case of business as usual for
the women, the men were shocked by

that we normally do. Part of it was by
design: We wanted to play in a way that
wouldn't allow them to pressurize us.”
Tabatznik said. “It was effective in the

game having
in its last four
Red Storm to
first half.

Georgetown entered the
allowed only three goals
games, and limited the
three shots on goal in the

T
Pla

Country

By Doug Adams

goal of the game was scored with less
than 14 minutes to play in regulation, as
Hickey headed in a corner kick from
midfielder Danny Parkin past senior
goalkeeper Dave Stapleton.
The Hoyas could not mount much of
an attack the rest of the way against Red
Storm goalkeeper Kris DaCosta, as he
registered his fifth shutout of the season.
“We just didn’t generate the offense

can reach.
“We are trying to win back-to-back
games and improve on last year's record,”
Benson said. “We're trying to finish second in the conference.”

bas

Marzell Fifth at Big East;
Hoya Men Place Second

trolled the ball in the Georgetown end of
the field tor much of the half. The only

of aspot in the upcoming Big East championships. The top eight teams in the Big
East receive bids in the conference tournament. to be held Nov. 10-12 at Seton
Hall and Rutgers.
Ninc ol the previous | 1 games between
1994s Big Eastchampionship. St. John's
defeated Georgetown by the same 1-0

Healmost beat Duquesne single-handedly.
It's a challenge for us defensively.”
Duquesne clinched the MAAC title
with its victory Saturday, but Benson
says the Hoyas still have goals they

Cross

0 at the half, which was fine.”
In the second half, St. John's increased its offensive pressure and con-

By Ken Thomas

Sean Redmond/The HOYA

Sophomore Steve Iorio, shown against Franklin & Marshall, rushed for 93 yards in GU’s 14-13 win at Marist Saturday.

newly-expanded 13-team Big East
Conference.
Leading the way for Georgetown
was junior Miesha Marzell. who had
another outstanding individual per-

formance, placing fifth overall in
17:46. She was followed by lellow
juniors Regina Gonzales and Laura
Sturges. Gonzales was

12th overall

in a time of 18:08, while Sturges
finished 16th in 18:27.
Rounding out Hoya scoring were

classmates

Amy

Akstin,

19th

in

18:32. and Michelle Muething. who
completed the race two seconds later

to place 21st.
On

the men’s

side,

the Hoyas,

ranked 10th nationally, had to settle
for second behind the No. 21 Friars,
as Providence swept the team com-

mud and rain had a terrible effect on
the course.”
Downin was followed by seniors
Eric O’Brien, 11th overall in 25:24,
and Andy Heily, who finished two
seconds later to capture 12th. Junior
Brendan Heffernan was the fourth
Hoya finisher, 21st in 25:46, and
senior Seth Wetzel completed the
10K course in 25:58, placing him
28th overall.
Georgetown totaled 74 points in

7 AN

HOYA Statt Writer

Rosenthal for 13 yards, and Todisco ran
for 12 to move the ball to the Marist 41.
Faced with a third and eight two plays
later, Ward found Rosenthal again for a
13-yard completion to the 26.
The Hoyas then went buck to the
ground, as a nine-yard run by Todisco
and an eight-yard run by freshman Scott
Paltos put the Hoyas on Marist’s fiveyard line with 42 ticks on the clock.
Ward then hit Smith in the end zone and
Taylor's extra point gave the Hoyas the
victory.

its second-place effort, well behind

Providence’s first-place total of 50.
Notre Dame was third with 83 points,
the highest finish of the new confer-

ence

teams,

which

also

included

Rutgers and West Virginia.
Gagliano, who was expecting
strong pack running from his team.
was disappointed with the team’s
somewhat -erratic performance.
“Our first through fifth runners
were over a minute apart, but the
difference should not be more than
30 seconds for a meet ol this magni-

de,” he said.
Looking ahcad to the [C4A Cham-

pionships. Gagliano said he anticipates a better performance [rom his
lean.
“Providence is now the team to
beat, so it’s time for us to show what
we're made of. If we come to run, and

perform well, I don’t think anyone
can beat us,” he said.
The IC4A/ECAC Championships
will take place Nov. 11, in Boston,
Mass.

gave her the hat trick.
The Hoyas struck again when junior

Rachel Grygiel scored on a pass from
juniorJennifer Dooley. Bruner then added
her fourth goal of the day when her shot

at 78:51

was deflected off a Howard

fullback and into the goal. Freshman
Alex Desbrow was credited with the
assist.
Georgetown’s most exciting goal of
the day came next. Bruner lobbed the ball
toward goal from the right, and Donovan
scored with a diving header on the left
side.

“1 feel the combination of Christina
and Erin in front and Alex and Rachel in
back will be very successful for us next
See WOMEN’S SOCCER, p. 9

Yor lts

Red Foxes had taken possession when
Ward was intercepted on the Marist 24.

By Brian Franey

eg

Smith’s Last- Minute TD Catch
Propels GU Over Marist, 14-13

